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Copeland Opens New Assault On Maritime Unions
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Tory Senator Revives Move
To Force Training Of Seamen
Through Sea Service Bureau
Maritime Commission Had Agreed At Conference To Drop Training and Move
Means Attempt To Doublecross Sirovich
And Crush Unions.
WASHINGTON, June 1.—Senator Royal S. Copeland
and the Maritime Commission are attempting to rescind
their action of last conference. They are now trying to force
training of seamen by Commission with shipping through
Sea Service Bureau.
As the conference had already agreed to drop training
this means that the commission and Copeland are doing
everything possible to doublecross Sirovich and Welch and
destroy maritime unions.
The fight on training will have to be carried all over
again and final action will no doubt take place in next two
days.
The above telegram from Joe L. Flanagan, legislative

NEW YORK (FP).—Wage increases running as high as 50 per
cent have been obtained by east
coast seamen since the rise of the
so-called rank and •file movement
two years ago. In addition, overtime, holidays, clean toilets, messroom seats, ventilated quarters,
linen changes, food variety, vacations, hiring hall and other advantage's have been won.

Pea Pickers Win
30-Cent Hamper
Scale In Strike

Governor Places Blame
On Duluth Publisher For
Teargas Attack On Guild
By Federated Press
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DULUTH,
,.l or duty here Minn.—Two companies of militia were ready
to prevent further attacks by police on striking members of the American
Newspaper
The troops were called after the guild Guild.
had received the
first baptism of teargas in
its 5-year campaign to organize
newspaper

workers.
With 400+
ien an women
picketing the plant ministration
intends to protect
of The
Duluth Herald and Newsworkers and union sympathizers in
.' ribune on
May 23, police ordered
the full exercise of their civil
the way
cleared for scabs to enter
rights and if necessary to protect
_ be building
and resume Imblicathem against teargas and nighttion of the
two papers, suspended
stick assaults.
'
ince April 8.
"Information supplied to me inThe pickets
stood their ground.
dicates very strongly that the poA barrage
of teargas was fired,
lice attack on the picket lines
' many of the
projectiles hitting
was not only provoked but de.
the strikers.
Cops chased the
Iiberately planned. I charge the
'fleeing
men and women with
publisher of the Duluth Herald
clubs, knocking
them to the
and News-Tribune, J. H. Jordan,
.round and beating
them. More
with direct responsibility for the
than 40 were
injured.
Four
conditions which now prevail in
were arrested, but
later released,
that city."
Carl Johnson,
president of the
The governor pointed out that
ake Superior
Newspaper Guild, after both the guild and
Wired Gov.
the pubElmer A. Beeson a plea
Usher had agreed to a 6-point
at he "return
peace to this corn.. unity
strike settlement,
before lives are taken." formula for
worked out by the Allied Printing
The governor's
reply was a public
. atement
Trades Council of the AFL, the
that Placed responsiPublisher "found reason to change
bility for the
disorder squarely
.., on J.
his mind and has declared that he
H. Jordan,
publisher of accepted the proposal under a
the two papers.
misunderstanding. This action on the
"I have
directed Adj.-Gen. Ellard
part of the publisher lends credA. Walsh to the scene
with instruc- ence to the contention
that he is
, ons that the
Natl. Guard be held
not so much interested in settling
A
readiness to prevent
further the strike as he is in destroying
: illing of
human blood or possible
union organization of newspaper
-As of life," he
said. "This ad- workers
in this state."•

FOUND GUILTY
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (FP).—The
Cudahy Packing Co. was found
guilty of fostering a company unintimidating
ion
and
workers
against joining Local 194, United
Packing House 'Workers' Union
(CIO) in an intermediate report
filed with the Natl. Labor Relations Board by Trial Examiner
David F. Smoth.

1 Sitdowners
Face 15-year
Prison Term
TRENTON, N. J. (FP).—A labor
relations bill railroaded through
the state senate by a unanimous
vote provides a 15-year prison
term for sitdown strikers. The
_bill, introduced by the notoriously
anti-labor Sen. Arthur Foran, was
passed after E. W. Wollmuth, executive vice-president of the Newark Chamber of Commerce, had
told the legislators that it was
"truly acceptable to the employer."

SEAMEN GAINS
IN WAGES SET
NEW RECORDS

representative of the Marine Cooks-eand Stewards' Association of the
These gains were listed in a report made to the Natl. Maritime
Pacific, and representative of DisUnion by the Waterfront Research
trict Council No. 2, Maritime FedCommittee, which serves various
eration of the Pacific Coast, reveals
maritime unions and periodicals.
that Copeland is still determined
to crush the Maritime unions
The greatest wage gain has
through legislative action.
been made in the deck depart.
CLARKSBURG (FP).—The pea ment, where the average monthly
The following is Flanagan's report tinder date of Saturday, May Pickers have settled a 1-week wage for ordinary seamen has
strike, winning a scale which av- jumped from $37.83 in 1936 to
2'8, and covers results up to the unerages
30c a hamper. Farm own- $60 in 1938, an increase of 61 per
expected move referred to above:
Since the last report from this ers had threatened to cut the price cent. In some lines wages have
Office we have been using all possi- from the promieed- 25c to 22c, and. been forced even higher. The
ble means at our command en- will now have to pay Sc more than Black Diamond Line, the tanker
deavoring to enlist all possible sup- the workers would have taken in and coal carrying industries have
Port in our fight for a fair merchant the first place.
all signed agreements specifying
maine bill this session. As wires of
$65 a month for ordinary seamen.
Jack Harold, organizer for the
last Friday .stated, we have won all- United Cannery & Agricultural
Reductions in hours worked daily
Other victory. This time against the
Workers (CIO), said: "This is range from two up, with the greatshipowners and the Maritime Corn- one of the first strikes in Cali. est reduction in the stewards' defornia agriculture in which vigi- partment. Health and safety hazmission.
lantes could not find any excuse ards have been reduced drastically,
None of this would have been
for violence and in which no ar- the committee reports. Whereas
Possible without the aid of those
rests were made. So hardboiled the companies were formerly pertwo fighting friends of labor, Mr.
were shippers and labor contrac- mitted to put almost any kind of
Sirovich and Mr. Welch. When
tors in their • proposed wage food on the seamen's mess table,
we refer to these men as friends
Of labor we mean
slashes that even the Clarks- they are now compelled to provide
that and more.
It is a very common
burg branch of the Associated vegetables, powdered eggs and
thing here
Farmers refused to support them. some milk.
in Washington to hear all the
Phoney reactionaries shouting "I'm
"With all the improvements,
a friend of labor,"
and then in the
AUSTIN, Tex. (FP).—Fifteen however," the committee reports,
next five
.minutes do all they can hundred rural families of central "conditions on American ships
)5' word . and
actions to strangle Texas have formed a co-operative are only just beginning to meet
labor by being friends of
the bosses, in order to receive electrical pow- the 'minimum standards f o r
doing there
bidding by passing legis- er from the Lower Colorado River health and decency' established
(Continued on page 5)
Authority.
several years ago by government
agencies."

-

Local Relief Fails In Acid Test

Louis Marciante, president of the
New Jersey State Federation of
Labor (AFL), said that labor was
"not 100 per cent satisfied" with
the bill, but that it represented a
"fair compromise" of several proposed measures.
A storm of opposition developed overnight from CIO unions.
William J. Carney, regional CIO
director, telegraphed the "complete disapproval" of 150,000
CIO members. Another telegram
of protest came from Rev. Archey
Some of the 87,000 persons who fare starvation in Cleveland, 0., after local relief funds on hand were
D. Ball, chairman of the New
exhausted line up at a makeshift outdoor food dispensary where oranges, apples and rice were doled out.
Jersey Civil Liberties Union.
—(Federal Pictures.)
The meager supplies were handed out by the federal government.
Speaker Herbert J. Pascoe promised that the assembly would not
act hastily. He said that he would
call a public hearing "if there is
sufficient demand."

Bonanza Springs Camp
Set For Gala Opening
Bonanza Springs Childieiee
Camp will again he open this year
to provide boys and girls whose
parents are union members with
two glorious weeks of swimming,
hiking and organized games in the
Coast Range mountains near Clear
Lake, Lake County.
Last year, 126 boys and girls
froni 45 different unions attended
camp. Most of them will return
this year. To fill in the vacancies,
registration has been opened at
the camp office at 40 California
Street. Phone GArfield 0776.
The camp period will he for boys
from July 10th to July 24th, and
for girls from July 24th to August
7th. Tuition at camp Will be $14.85
which includes transportation to
and from camp. A free medical

GUILD UPHELD
IN DISCHARGE
OF MEMBER

TRENTON, N. J. (FP).—For the
first time, the highest court in
New Jersey has upheld the right
of a union to expel a member. An
opinion wl'Ilten by Justice Harry
Heher of the court of errors and
appeals quashed the attempt of
Jacob Mogelever, city editor of The
Newark Ledger, to win reinstateUTILITIES OPPOSE
ment in the Newark Newspaper
WASHINGTON (FP).— Debate
on President Roosevelt's recovery Guild, and sustained a decision by
and relief program was ,begun in the chancery court.
Mogelever was a Ledger striker
the Senate as the Senate appropriations committee reported the meas- in 1935. After the guild victory he
ure out after holding hearings. was promoted to city editor; in
Utility lobbyists secured adoption January, 1936, the guild's execuof an amendment prohibiting the tive committee ordered him to reuse of PWA funds for the advinis- sign on the ground that his intertration's power projects. It was ests were with the management
expected the amendment will be rather than with the employees.
Spurning his right to appeal to the
defeated on the floor.
I nternational executive board of
the American Newspaper Guild,
Mogelever carried his fight to the
ADVERTISERS—
Jersey courts, which are wellWARNING!
known for anti-labor decisions. His
The Labor Review and Direcprocedure won a rebuke from the
tory is not endorsed by any
state's highest court, for Justice
union subscribing to the Voice
Heher wrote:
of the Federation, with the exWe find no justification for the
ception of several locals at
flouting of the tribunals set up
Stockton.
within the society for the adjuAny claims regarding the
dication of a controversy such as
merit of advertising appearing
this: one that involves a fundain this Directory made by somental policy of the subordinate
licitors should be considered
body."
with this fact in mind.
Abe J. Isserman, guild lawyer,
With the exception of the
Stockton CIO Council, this Di. commented that New Jersey courts
have repeatedly held that trade
rectory has no official support
union machinery for expulsion of
from any' CIO bodies and no
members is "futile, illusory and
claim to official support or disvain," and on this ground have
tribution.
justified orders for reinstatement.

MURCHIE MINE
REPORT FLAYS Ford Directs Trial As
VIGILANTES Anti-Union Circus

DELEGATES TO
TACKLE VITAL
POINTS HERE
Knights of Columbus Hall
Will Be Scene of Deliberations Which Will Last Two
Weeks Or Perhaps •Longer.
The 1938 convention of the
Maritime Federation of the
Pacific Coast will open at 10
o'clock next Monday morning in San Francisco.
All of the business of the meeting will be held at Knights of
Columbus Hall, 150 Golden Gate
avenue.
More than 200 delegates, reprosenting all of the unith that make
up the Maritime Federation, are
expected to participate. many,
vital problems for the Feleratiott
as a whole and for several of the
affiliated organizations will bo
taken up for disposal in the *may,
deliberations of the convention.
Arrangements have been come
pleted by President J. W. Eng..
strom and Sec.-Treas. John Kucin
so that business of the various see.
sions my be conducted in comfor$
and all members of the Federation
may attend the sessions as obseroi
era.
Those who wish to take advanik
age of this feature must present
their union book or have other ors.
dentials.
•

examination is given au i children
Arrangements have been made
before they are permitted to leave
under direction of Z. R. Brown,
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (FP).—Atfor camp.
secretary of the District Council
torneys for the Ford Motor Co., in
All children between the ages of
By MIRIAM ALLEN deFORD
No. 2, to offer an attractive social
(Federated Press)
opening the Company's defense
eight and fourteen whose parents
program for visiting delegates. Thei
SACRAMENTO (FP).—A com- against charges of violating the
or other relations are union memclimax of this program will be X
bers in the Bay Area are eligible. mittee representing California's Wagner act at a hearing before a gala dance,
Brown has announced,
The beautiful camp grounds tory Gov. Frank Merriam found trial examiner of the Natl. Labor for the
night of June 18, at the
were formerly those of a famous that "law and order broke down" Relations Board, are trying to Scottish Rite Hall,
Sutter Bt., and
health resort. It has an elevation In the Nevada county gold mine smear t b e United Automobile at Van Ness
Avenue.
of 3200 feet, and comprises 154 strike, and that CIO workers Workers with charges of sabotage
Of the many important matters
mountainous terrain. "were not afforded protection." In the plant and violence to non. which will
tcres of
come before the dela.
There are 10 mineral springs on After being discreetly pigeonholed, unionists.
gates is that of National unity and
the property in addition to the well the feport has been made public.
First witnesses for the company a sound preparation for ths Sepwater. The camp has its own waThe governor's investigators re- have all been of this type. Com- tember renewals of waterfront cons
ter and•electric plants. The chil- ported that at the Murchie mine pany attorneys state they may call tracts.
dren are housed in cabins. Large "deputy sheriffs stood by and did all the members of the "blue card"
Attacks, now nearing the pea*,
dining, recreation halls and kitch- nothing to prevent half a dozen union, which the UAW claims is a In the way of hostile
legislation 111
ens are on the grounds.
members of the CIO union being company union. Extension of the Washington must be successfully
Counselors in charge of the chil- so severely beaten that they were hearing far into the summer is warded off, leaders of the
progreo+
drtin are university graduates or hospitalized." One of the beaten forecast.
sive forces declare, so that atp
upper classmen trained for child men is still in a hospital, and five
tempts to smash the Federation
recreation. One .counselor is pro- other members of the Gold Miners'
Don't Patronize Hearst.
from within may be stopped.
vided for each eight children. A Union are being tried for rioting.
doctor and nurse will stay at the
The report also says that CIO
camp throughout the camp period. workers and organizers were
atAt the request of camp officials, tacked by mobs, that union
halls
health authorities in San Fran- were gas-bombed and union
propcisco test all drinking water at erty destroyed, and that
union
regular intervals. Stringent health members were arrested,
jailed
regulations are enforced.
and then deported without any
The advisory committee which charges being filed against
them.
controls the policies and funds, and Sheriff Carl Tobiasen
told Gov.
provides direction.for the camp is Merriam that "disturbances
By Federated Press
in
composed of delegates from Bay this county were
WASHINGTON (FP).—The failure of business to protrivial when
Area Unions, doctors, educators, compared with
duce a workable economic system is the cause of governwaterfront outand ministers. The camp has been breaks in San
ment "interference" with business, Fortune magazine, dolFrancisco."
endorsed by the San Francisco LaA civil suit brought by the union lar-a-copy publication for business executives declares edia
bor Council, and many other Labor against mine-owners and
county tonally in its current issue.
"In operating the capitalist econ9Councils in the Bay Area.
officials was dismissed by Federal
only, American business has conRESERVATIONS OPEN
Judge Roche as being outside the
successful operation of the ecosistently misappropriated the prinExcept for the period between jurisdiction of the federal
nomic system.
court.
ciples of democracy," the self-castiJune 27th and August 1.0th, the fa- The ueion has filed an
"It should in the future be the
appeal.
gating article declares. "American
cilities of the tamp are wen to
object of business not to obbusiness has made use of those
all members of labor unions and
struct government intervention
MANY ON RELIEF
principles to its own enormous
their families who may stay for a
at any cost but to see to it that
T. LOUIS, Mo. (FP).—Half of
profit but it has failed entirely to the
day, a week, or a month. Cabins the
intervening government is enCIO membership here has been
grasp the social implications of its
may be tented for $3 a week. Visilightened in economic matters.
laid off, a committee from the St.
profit making.
tors must bring food, bedding and
At this crucial point not onlk
Louis Industrial Union Council
cooking utensils. Cots, mattresses,
"As representing the capitalist
has business let the New Deal
told Mayor B. F. Dickman. The
stoves and firewood are free.
economy, business has an obligadown but the New Deal has let
committee sought increased relief
Reservations are now open for
than to build a workable ecobusiness down and the result has
appropriations.
the July 4th week-end, when the
nomic system. But by 1932 it
been a number of profound ecocamp will be open to adults. Reswas evident that It had failed to
nomic errors."
VIGILANTES ACTIVE
ervations should be made early as
do this. It had failed, and it has
Giving a clue to the reasons for
ORLAND (FP).—Two pickets at
more applicants than could be hansince failed, to provide approxithe
tone of the Fortune editorial
a
bakery
in
this
Glenn county town
dled were received for. Memorial
mately one-third of the American
which says, in effect, that business
were
driven
out
of
town
by
a
group
Day week-end.
people with work, and hence is
ready to obey the government if
This camp is a union co-opera- of vigilantes, who announced that failed to provide them with
ahe
t
government is composed of
If
they
returned
the
fire
siren
tive camp operating at the lowest
livelihood to say nothing of den'- people
of whom business approves,
would
sound and "citizens" would ocratic
possible cost to provide quiet
opportunity."
is a poll published in the same isdrive
out
them
again.
They
were
mountain vacations for the families
Declaring that the principle of
sue which shows that President
and children of union members. It picketing the bakery because of a rugged individualism has failed,
strike
called
by
the
Bakery
&
Con- the editorial tells business men to akott .reindod sit somie sillesesoon
has no intention of being a blatant
as in 1936.
imitation o f luxurious P al m fectionery Workers' Union (AFL.) recognize the fact that they can't
Springs.
lick the government, that the best
DEFENDS TEACHERS
FARMERS DESERT
thing to do is join up and "bore
DALLAS, Tex. (FP). — Texas' from
NEW YORK (FP).—A 3-month
teh i
MORGANTOWN, W. Va. (FP).—
irf
campaign to raise a $6,000 relief baek-to-the-farm movement is still
li
p;
'
democra
inciples of
cy The dismissal of Donald Chesrown
fund to care for the .wives and going on—hut in reverse. C. M. and of private enterprise are to be after
w
set-vice
yteea
na otregaa
c iez.
r
children of labor and political Evans, regional director of the preserved," it declares, "it is evidue
his
Ivity
prisoners was launched here by Farm Security Administration, an- dent that private enterprise must ing teachers. This was the find-,
the Intl. Labor Defense at a meet- nounced that 1938 would top last , admit to its affairs, as representa. ing of Vice-Pres. M. J. Eck of the
ing at which 106 delegates gave year's record-breaking exodus of tive of the people, a goverm
wh
Federation
theioa n oefeeTeachers,.
nent Amo
$200 in cash and pledges.
26,000 from the land.
eriincvan
esti
profoundly concerned with the
case.

Mouthpiece Of Industry
Admits Economic Errors
Bring On 'Interference'
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Union
- Meetings
San Francisco
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No, 68
Every Wednesday, 8 P. M.
Convention Hall, Labor Temple.
16th and Capp Sta,
Executive Committee, 2nd and
04th Mondays of each month; 1
ger. M.; Room 208 Labor Temple.
- Frank De Mattel, President.
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon, Business Agents.
T. W. Howard, Financial SecretLry.
Wm. B. Peterson, Recording Secplitary.

TIME TO CONSIDER

COPELAND AND HOOVER

Seattle, Wash.,
May 20, 1938.
Editor, Voice of Federation.
Dear Brother:

Editor,
Voice of the Federation
Dear She
The vicious attack on the marine
unions by "Doc" Copeland, on behalf of the shipowners in their frantic efforts to restore the open shop,
should arouse every honest worker
to the necessity of forgetting all
factional disputes and the need for
concerted action in fighting the reactionary forces that are trying to
discredit and defeat the Roosevelt
Administration.
Although the Roosevelt Administration is nothing more or less than
the executive committee for managing the common affairs of the
whole Bourgeoisie, nevertheless, we
roust realize that the present administration is the best form of expression at the present time for resisting the encroachments of capital in
their efforts to reduce the standard
of living of the masses and return
them to the status of serfs of the
Feudal regime.
In order to bring this desired state
of affairs to perfection, it is necessary that certain propaganda must
be used, and this can only be
brought about through the medium
of political tricks Of the type of old
"Doc" Copeland.
When Copeland arrived in Washto see
ington, he looked around
which section of the exploring class
he could best serve. He discovered
that the shipowners were in a tough
spot, being unable to make a just
and honest profit, due to the fact
that the seamen were strongly organized and were making themselves very obnoxious to the shipowners in their demands for a
greater share of the wealth produced.
Copeland, not being a seaman, it
was nececsary that he contact someone who was familiar with the conditions governing seamen. Copeland
contacted Furuseth and he furnished Copeland with the skeleton of
the Copeland Fink book.
Furuseth conceived the idea that
with the continuous discharge book
that it would eliminate, what he
termed, all undesirous elements
from going to sea.,
. Filipinos, Negroes, Mexicans, Radicals, Wobblers and Communists
were to be deprived of earning a living by going to sea.
Only bona fide American citizens
would sail American ships and nobody else. This was the basic idea
of Furuseth in presenting the continuous discharge book.
All the vicious clauses in the discharge book were built. by Copeland
himself. The only knowledge Copeland ever had of seamen, was his
contact with the deck hands on the
New York ferry boats.
Copeland's opposition to the
Bone amendment and his statements in reference to the same
shows clearly that he is just peddling the old R4ublican line, I. e.
the Open Shop. .
Harding was elected on the policy
of we must get back to "NORMALCY," to conditions that existed
prior to the World War, and that
was the Open Shop. Coolidge, his
successor, follow the same policy.
The Great American Dictator
Hoover was elected on the policy
of bullets for breakfast and the
Open Shop.
Hoover's recent European trip and
the enthusiactic reception by Hitler
and Mussolini on the question of the
Open Shop, should be sufficient
warning to all workers of the fate in
store for them at the hands of the
abvocates of the Open Shop.
H. J. Mayes,
MCS, S. F. 1848.

The present situation on the waterfront in Seattle calls for a lot
of clear thinking if one is going
to arrive at a fair policy.

In the recent past our opinions
have been determined by whether
we are C10-minded or AFL supdrinks will be on the house, when
MORE ON SIZEMORE
porters.
the boys catch up with you and
Aberdeen, Wash.
May 27, 1938. your little "red books." And one
It has also been possible to sit
final word, yes, we will have plenty
Editor,
the
The
watch
and
on the side-lines
of "round the world Dollar Line
Voice of the Federation,
two forces fight one another.
boys" with affidavits who will prove
Francisco.
San
This condition can no longer exbeyond the shadow of a doubt what
Brother:
and
Sir
In
stake.
ist. Too much is at
worker,"
Peterson said in his letter.
John
that
"fellow
notice
I
fact the MFP is at stake, along
(MFOW),
Schechtmaster
J.
L.
you hold the line a little longCan
Mariwith possibility of a National
comes to the "rescue" of "Doc." er, "fellow worker" Schechtmaster.
time Federation.
Sizemore in this weeks' "Voice."
Markle Firemen, Oilers,
When the honest, decent memberIn the port of Seattle the last
Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
Well, I surely didn't know that ship of the Maritime Unions go to
the membership
brought
has
month
V. J. Malone, Secretary — Thursworker" Schechtmaster town, they won't bother with the
"fellow
to face with the
days at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St., of the MFP face
was also on this coast. Its too bad "oratorical abilities" of "Doc" SizeTel. DOuglas 5650, San Francisco, real issue.
that John Peterson has shipped more, or the "recruiting abilities" of
Dispatcher, DOuglas 7593.
Irregardless of what the individbecause he would have a good "fellow
out,
at
Agent—Thurs.
worker" Schechtmaster,
Coleman,
Bert
ual member may think of the Sheplaugh at "fellow worker" Schecht- they will just tell you guys to get
6. TeL Main 6331, Seattle.
ard Line picketing the WY' was
Gus Oldenburg, Agent—Thurs- ignored and its advice disregarded. master defending "Doc" Sizemore. where you belong, with the shipown:day at 7 p. in., 111 W. Burnside
Sure, Schechtmaster would de- ers. I am sending your letter to
This brought about a new situaSt., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland, Ore.
Sizemore, wasn't he in his Jihn Peterson, and he'll quit the
fend
tion on the front. Instead of the
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent — Thurs"racket" on South street, and isn't ship, wherever he is, when he knows
a
having
Lines
Shepard
St.
and
SUP
days at 7 p. m., 2064 West Sixth
he tarred with the same brush as that "fellow worker" Schechtmaster
TeL San Pedro 2838, San Pedro beef, we found the CIO and the
"Doc" Sizemore. "Fellow worker" Is on the West Coast, with "red
Agent—ThursMcCarthy,
the
fight
with
the
conducting
F.
R.
AFL
Schechtmaster says that "Doc" fellow" Sizemore.
days at 7 p.m., Honolulu.
Sailors and Firemen doing the
Sizemore wasn't a "member of the
2 HerR. Johannsen, Agent-3151/
work.
AFL's dirty
One question more, will you deny
union, or party." Say, any seaon St., Aberdeen, Wash.
We have also seen at the same
that "Doc" Sizemore wasn't over in
man who has sailed, knows that
time the Alaska Salmon Industry
Tacoma some weeks ago speaking
Bay & River Bargemen
Sizemore Was a member of the
underthe
of
because
paralyzed
before the Fishermen's Union, as a
& Powerboatmen
INV)17, and still is for that matter,
official representative of the AFL,
handed maneuvers of the AFL. OrLocal 1-22, I.L.W.U.
is the union he always
his collaboration and that
and he gained admittance to that
Meetings—lst and 3rd Sundays ganizer Hughes in
"agitated" for on South street, in
meeting by showing his SUP book,
10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero. Chas. De with the packers.
his STEW pot.
laney, President and Business ManHere was a case where an outas it was the only union book he
Will "fellow worker" Schechtager, GArfield 1904. W. Erickson law picket line in the eyes of the
dared show at that time, even
Dispatcher, GArfield 1904.
master disprove that when he
though the SUP wasn't AFL.
MFP District Council (AFL Canshipped on the SS San Pablo that
nery Workers) did not have the
Put that in your pipe and smoke
Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of the
he carried several IWW books
the
on
unions
AFL
the
of
support
didn't he even address the Seattle
It,
Maritime Federation.
with him abroad that ship, and
Central Trades and Labor Council
Regular meetings at Druids Tem- front. Teamsters, cab drivers, ILA
crew
the
of
rest
the
when
that
ple, 44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2:00 checkers.
as a AFL man on behalf of the SUP.
had their papers lifted by the
P. M., 4th Thursday, 8:00 P. M.
We have also witnessed a camTry and deny these, Jesus, it burns
over
Commissioners
Shipping
Mail address:. P. 0. Box 1249, paigning
cutting
unions
by
a working stiff up, to know that the
walking off the San Pablo, re
phone ATwater 1993.
bundle subscriptions to the Voice
majority of the honest, decent union
President.
Schechtthat
beef,
Johansen,
Line
Shepherd
B.
of the Federation. The only anmen in the maritime unions out
master "hot-footed" for the WobC. Jurchan, Recording Secretary
swer for this was that the Voice
here, don't know what kind of "genSec.
Corresponding
inand
his
got
bly Hall hi Seattle,
M. Eastman,
is printing news that someone
tlemen" you fellows are.
struCtions there, and he was one
G. Mathias, Treasurer.
don't want the membership to
Wake up, Maritime Federation
his
of the few who didn't have
read.
men, let's get busy and expose these
lifted.
papers
Marine Cooks & Stewards'
Also we see the Sailors are now
Will "fellow worker" Schecht- "gentlemen" for the "stooges" that
Association of the Pacific
taking a vote to go AFL after a
Phone EX. 7440
deny that at the present they are, henchmen of "Bill Green,
master
short-lived experience as indethe AF'L.
Commoment he is engaged in "dual and the reactionaires of
Thursday at 4.00 P.M., at 86
pendent, where they found themThe decent membership of the AFL
mercial Street.
for
the
recruiting
by
unionism"
selves fighting • the CIO—they are
their
E. F. Burke, Secretary-TreasIWW. Will the brothers of the won't even allow them in
now voting to join Wm. Green and
urer.
In unqms. I challenge you, Mister
for
this.
stand
PCMFOW
J. O'Conner, Agent, 449 Harbo Scharrenberg who are against unto
the Scle.chtmaster to deny any of this
letter
Schechtmaster's
ion control of hiring halls.
Blvd., San Pedro.
Irirr, you are up against a fighting
Sizemore
"Doc"
"Voice,"
defending
Added to this we find the FireJoseph Harris, 84 Seneca St., SeI'll battle guys
he almost Proves everything that Scotman now, and
, Attie. Phone ELiot 2562.
men's delegate to the District
and Sizemore to the bitter
iiice..you
seaman
decent
honest,
every
Frenchy Fougerouse, Agent, 220 Council (HINKLEY) after anbefore I will allow you "peoknows, that Sizemore is ..... (you end
-S. W. Pine Street, Portland, Ore.
'il to destroy our Maritime Fedenouncing that we have gone indeple
reader).
the
word,
coin
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent, Thurs pendent, apologizing for the labor
National
Will "fellow worker" Schecht- ration, and our slogan of
_Aay, 6:30 P. M., 819 Ksahumanu St splitting tactics of "Hughes of the
Unity. One Book, One Union, all
Phone 3077, Honolulu, T. H.
"Doc"
Sizemore
that
master
deny
AFL In a back-handed . manner,
is at present in Ketchililan, Ala- seamen are seamen no matter what
when pressed with questions, this
come from.
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
ska, organizing for the ISU (Olan- coast they
same delegate began to cry that
(Headquarters, S. F.)
George (Scotty) McKenzie,
this
etc.).
Is
Scharrenberg,
der,
the Firemen were being insulted
Office Phone EXbrook 2228
MCS 1981.
dual unionism, and will the SUP
and asked to be excused.
2229
EXbrook
Dispatcher
P. S. This is to notify Messrs.
this. "Fellow
for
go
membership
Well, the supporters of the
Mondays, '7 P. M. at 59 Clay S
admits Delaney, Sizemore, and "Nervous
worker"
Schechtmaster
(Same date & time for branches). West Coast Firemen put over a that
Nellie" Schechtmaster that plenty
always
was
"Doc"
Sizemore
Harry Lundeberg Secretary' motion to cut the bundle of the
of sworn affidavits will be produced
now
is
he
AFL,
and
blasting
the
P'.
S.
St.,
Voice from 250 to 1 copy, but
Treasurer, 59 Clay
in Ala- at the right time and place (maybe
pulling the delegates out of the working for them (AFL),
P. B. Gill, Agent, 86 Seneca St.,
at the Federation Convention), to
and
for
ska,
money,
too.
Seattle.
the
District Council or out of
prove the statements made by John
got
Schechtmaster
should
have
West
111
Agent,
E. L. Coester,
MFP will be another story, and
.Burnside, Portland.
the mist off his glasses, before he Peterson, and that these statements
not as easy.
H. Christoffersen, Agent, 206
mailed that letter of his defend- are common knowledge among the
The membership of the Firemen
W. 6th St., San Pedro.
ing
Sizemore. In one part he says, men who sail the intercoastal ships.
are strong for the MFP (not the
H. Prevost, Agent, Pier 15, HonoThere are plenty of "oldtimers"
"Doc" Sizemore wasn't "a
that
Seafarers) and even the phoney
lulu, T. H.
member of any union or party," along South street and on the Em2 East maneuvers of the Malone, Lunde/
It. Larssen, Agent, 3081
and in another part of the letter bacadero, too, who will go to town
berg machine won't pull them out.
'Heron St., Aberdeen, Wash.
he emits that Sizeore was work- on these "political cockroaches" and
Columbia
Tom Hardy, Agent, 262
While all of this is happening a
for the eneral oar of the IWW. expose them for the "labor fakirs"
ing
'Ave., Vancouver, B. C.
group of Ftviors (Dennis Murphy
To those of us who go to sea that they really are. If John Fla' Frank Berry, Agent, 105 Broad brand of true industrial unionists)
for our living, and sail all ships herty, Pete Gibson, "Dutch" Ottinf3t., New York, N. Y. Telephone:
IWW supporters are running up
. X3-0: 9-9530.
we know what stuff ger, Mike Hines read this letter, I
and down the front denouncing the all coasts,
are made know that they will tell "Count
these
"gentlemen"
that
CIO and its leadership.
International Longshoremen's and
J.
I
charge
L.
of.
Schecht- Loudmouth" Delaney, "Doc" Sizenow
At the same time they are boastWarehousemen's Union
master with "dual unionism" in more, and "Nervous Nellie" Schechting
and
the
for
AFL
apologizing
Local 1-10, San Francisco
master a little more than John
and encouraging the workers to the fact that he is still organizing
Every Monday night at Eagles
the IWW, and that he should be Peterson told, these men didn't join
for
vote
for
it.
These are the people
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.
the unions yesterday, they have
who preached "Independence"— called to account by the honest, deHenry Schmidt, President.
been sailing for years, and they
the
of
cent
PCMFOW
membership
now
preaching join the AFL—they
Germain BuIcke, Vice-President.
have a right to defend the Maritime
explain
his
It
to
actions.
a
is
are part and pared] of the camA. L. McCurdy, Secretary.
Federation from "wreckers" like
great
wonder
that
Schechtmaster
paign to wreck the MFP.
George Arms, Sec'y-Treas.
his "fellow worker" Messrs. Sizemore, Delaney, and
They possibly hope to raise the didn't defend
John Schomaker, Business Agent.
"Nervous Nellie" Schechtmaster.
Count Loudmouth Delaney.
banner of the IWW if they can
John Larsen, Business Agent.
When we were helping to build
If I remember right, John Peterwreck everything else.
son didn't charge "Doc" Sizemore the Maritime Federation out here,
I remain, yours,
National Organization, Master,
with robbery, etc., he just told these "political" cockroaches" were
GEORGE E, FLOOD,
Mates & Pilots, Local 90, S. F.
he knew and what I know raising callouses on their behinds
what
No. 692, MFOWWA.
Every Wednesday afternoon, 1
about these "gentlemen." It's com- by sitting about their "stew pot" on
P. M. 9 Main St.
mon knowledge up and down the South street, knocking everyone and
PROPAGANDA CASH
Capt. C. F. May, President.
Coast, the record of these people. anybody that was working for a NaPARIS (FP).—Substantiation of
Capt. 0. E. Rolstad, SecretaryWhen the proper time comes, I tional Maritime Federation, and
cairns that huge sums of money
Treasurer.
know that John Peterson, and the they even "knocked" Lundeberg,
Representatives
flow from fascist Italy to finance
signer of this letter will produce too, as being a "commie stooge," its
Capt. W. S. Brown, 906 Terminal subversive activities in foreign de- plenty of sworn affidavits about comingeto a showdown out here, and
Bales Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
mocracies is to be found in the
on South street. It will be not any too pleasant when
Capt. Ludwig Oetting, 303 Henry current Italian budget, it has been that "Stew Pot"
We are collecting the evidence the dirty linen of "Count LoudFitidg„ Portland, Oregon.
learned here. $65,000,000 has been
Capt. Soren Wissing, Room 214, appropriated for "foreign propa- right now, and "fellow worker" mouth" Delaney, "Doc" Sizemore,
San
St.,
Verdes
Schechtmaster's letter was just and "Nervous Nelie" Schechtmaster
. 117 South Palos
ganda," a large share of which will
Pedro, Calif.
the kind of letter that seamen who Is washed right out in public, it
go to support 692 Italian-subsidized
know these "gentlemen" were just stinks, and we won't even wash it,
schools in foreign countries.
we'll throw it in the garbage can
waiting for.
Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, I. L. W. U.
"Fellow worker" Scechtniaster, where they belong.
77 Clay Street
SUP men, PCMFOW men, wake
you stepped in where angles
I.L.W.U., Local 1-7
Eugene Paton, President.
feared to tread. You admit dual up, before these "labor fakirs" have
Bellingham, Wash.
unionism, that's all, but there'll be us all hack shipping off the docks,
SAN FRANCISCO—
Meetings every Tuesday, 811 more to come, and I guess that Its what they are after, and we
Meeting-2nd and 4th WednesState St.
you will have to go to Lapland to cleaned the MCS union out, and its
days of each month at Scottish
Axel Wilson, President.
Auditourium.
Rite
the price of meat, when time that you brother union men
remedy
Mallahan,
J.
Sec'ty-Treasurer.
the seat gets hot for you, too. I start to clean house in your unions.
OAKLAND—
Wm. Dalton, Vice-President,
C. W. Otto, Financial Sec'y and know John Peterson is not a mem- Lte's give the answer, a National
Meeting—lst and 3rd Thursday
Dispatcher.
of every month.
ber of the Communist Party, he's Maritime Federation, and national
CROCKETT—
a honest union man, and neither unity.
Meeting Places of The
Meeting-1st and 3rd Tuesday
George (Scotty) McKenzie,
am I a member of the CP. We
of every month.
PACIFIC COAST I.L.W.U. are just fed up and disgusted
MCS 1981.
SCALERS
P. S. I have the utmost respect
with "people" like you and "Doc"
Sizemore telling us union men for the IWW tradition to unite labor
•
and 1 consider those who claim to
where to get off at.
SAN PEDRO, CALIF.
Maritime Fed. Women's Auxiliary,
No. 2, East Bay
I'll be mighty glad to see you follow that tradition are not workShip Scalers and Painters
I.L.W.U., 1-56
Regular meetings each month at
when I next come to Seattle, be- ing for the AFL, CIO, or what have
,
408 So. Beacon St.
Porter Hall, 1918 Grove Street. The
cause I guess that you'll be still you, but for an united front of all
Manuel Sonora, President
1st Monday at 2 pan. and 3rd Monon the beach, and won't the crew labor, but mental misfits and labor
Martin A. Sandate, Secretary
day at 8 p.m.
of the SS San Pablo get a laugh muggumps like "the Delaney?, SizeMrs. P. J. Aquiline, President.
Inlandboatmen's Union
out of you defending Sizemore, mores, and Schechtmasters" will
Mrs. Geo. Rogers, Vice-President.
Meeting, Wednesday morning, 10
Christ, how well they know what also go into dim history as the TaniMrs. P. H. Ellings, Secretary.
a.m., Room B, Ferry Bldg. E. D
you stand for, its a joke, and the many Hall in New York City.
Secretary.
,
Stilling, Division
Mrs. E. C. Wallace, Treasurer.
I

Northwest

OAKLAND

FINANCIAL WIZARD?

WHAT'S THE ANSWER

May 29, 1938,
San Francisco,
May 29, 1938. Editor,
Editor,
Voice of the Federation,
Voice of the Federation.
Dear Brother:
Dear Sir:
Recent developments in the SailIt seems to me that the rank and or's Union of the Pacific, are amazfile of the Marine Firemen should ing to those acquainted with maribe informed of the great feat of our time labor.
great Secretary Malone, who in our
Today you note that the SUP
last regular meeting came forth leadership, namely Harry Lundewith the statement of how much his berg, has initiated a new policy with
administration save the Firemen, reference to affiliation.
and how they done it with their own
Since January, 1936, the SUP has
little minds.
been functioning on its own; having
It seem that Brother Malone must lost it affiliation with the Amerito have thought the rank and file can Federation of Labor. In the
is asleep, and that they do not know eyes of the AFL, the SUP was an
that $6,800 the Firemen owe the Irresponsible and outlawed organizFederation was wipe out, nor the ation. (gee "Seamen's Journal,"
$3,700 taken in on assements or the March, 1936.)
$2,500 profit on new books, which
The party responsible for the SUP
is about the amount Malone claims situation needs no introduction.
he has saved, hut if we boil this Paul Scharrenberg, high official and
down we will find that his great member of the California State Fedfinancial report is a lot of hot air. eration of Labor as well as execuAnd 1 believe that all rank and tive board member of the Internafile members should demand that tional Seamen's Union, introduced
our secretary make a real attempt a resolution to the 1936 MU conat getting this union straightened vention—resolving to revoke the
out financially.
SUP charter.
Andrew Butnia, 2352.
This was done with the aid of the
beaurocrats who controlled the voting power of the convention. ConDEMANDS CLEANUP
sequently the Sailor's charter was
Editor,
"lifted." This evidently was ScherVoice of the Federation,
renberg's revenge.
Dear Sir and Brother:
Some time before he was exI wish to use this means of con- pelled by the SUP membership for
gratulating you for the improve- provoking a strike aboard the oil
ment of the "Voice" since you be- tankers of the Pacific, when he
came is editor. , Of course this is knew their was no basis for such
only an opinion but it is a wide one a strike. The so-called "tanker
among maritime workers. And I strike" delivered a foul blow to
suppose there are those who would the newly organized maritime
like to pabotage the paper because unions which unfortunately they
they are reactionary to all that is still feel!
democratic and progressive.
But now and most astonishing is
The clique who operate the "Lundeberg's Resolution" proposing
"West Coast Firemen" are vigor- AFL affiliation. This move is arousously opposed to the "Voice of the ing suspicion against Lundeberg. A
Federation," and I might add, to
big section of the union's memberthe Maritime Federation as well.
ship believe that he has been
Since I have been in port, I have "reached" ay either the shipowners
been quite observant. I notice that or the AFL fakirs! While the opincertain known elements are circu- ions vary to some extent, many belating the "West Coast Firemen.' lieve that it is a political move to
with the objective of destroying the revive the maritime lobby of the
Maritime Federation. What other American Federation of Labor, in
motive do they have, or I might say Washington.
The basis for this opinion rewhat are they trying to accomplish?
volves around the fact that when
I oftimes wonder if these people
the Eastern seamen seceded from
are consciuous of the real harm
the AFL,formed the NMU, and afthey are doing to the maritime lafiliated with the CIO, the ISU bebor movement. Don't they see the
came defunct with the result that
connection between the "West
the AFL lost its maritime lobby
Coast Firemen" and the shipownand political power. It could no
er's propaganda?
Lately there are some good rank longer throttle the seamen with
and file letters in the "Voice." One state legislation. This, no doubt
in particular of a recent date, dealt is the correct opinion when the
whole maritime labor situation is
with the "West Coast Firemen" and
referred to it as a gutter-sheet. Gut- analized.
What does the AFL control in
ter-sheet is the most fitting name
it could be known by and I mov.'i marine today? Are the majority of
that we all begin to call it the gut- the maritime workers in the AFL or
the CIO?
ter-sheet!
During the "Mediation Bill"
While ashore, I also learned that
the gutter-sheet manager wants the hearings in Washington, Mrs. EllMFOW&W to recognize the thing nore Herrick, curtly told Scharas the union's official publication. renberg that the maritime elecDoes this character think the mem- tion results conducted by the Nabership is crazy, or does he believe tional Labor Relations Board
proved that he was only reprewe are a hunch of idiots. The old
IL'S fakirs thought these things at senting himself!
Now Is there any wonder that the
one time.
Does the gutter-sheet manager AFL should for the membership of
believe the union will spend sev- the SUP? Doesn't the picture poreral hundred dollars on a referen- tray a conspiracy to gain political
dum to determine if we want the prestige?
Isn't it a fact that only about
thing or not. Haven't we got the
four months ago the SUP conducted
"Voice of the Federation?"
Who is the editor of the gutter- a referendum on this same question
sheet? Some say he is a member of affiliation? And isn't it a fact
of the Marine Firemen's Union. Is it that less than 200 votes were cast
true that he is known and still at for the AFL? Brothers, this is somelarge? What has become of all the thing to think about!
What makes the move look more
militant and progressive Firemen?
The guy who publishes the gutter- is the fact that Harry Lundeberg
sheet should be called up for ex- like a conspiracy than anything else,
amination and questioning. I can't has always until recently consee how it is possible that he is a demned the AFL. He is on record,
bona fide seaman. You members nationally, as a rabid denounciator
ashore should take this up. Anyhow, of AFL fakirism. Here we must ask
I believe that anybody who spreads ourselvee the question: Has Lundethe kind of filth that appears in the berg turned fakir or has he always
gutter-sheet is on the scabby side been a fakir in disguise, looking for
of the fence and should be watched! an opportunity to peddle the SUP?
Lundeberg, if you study his past
Fraternally yours and best wishes
record, has always showed symtoms
to the "Voice."
of opportunism with an innate amLeo F. Kueuer, No. 601.
bition for power. This is prevailent
ia all hie tactics, especially those
TEACHERS BALK
pertaining to national unity. CerBIRMINGHAM, Ala, (F P)
Teachers here refuse to work for tainly Lundeberg wants national
half pay to complete a 9-month unity, but he wants to be the helmsterm in the city schools. Schools man. If he can't lead the parade,
will close unless city officiala find Lundeberg doesn't want to be in it!
In concision we might say that
more funds.
this is the reason why he dropped
the question of CTO affiliation so
abruptly. He discovered that the
CIO functioned upon a policy rather
Since 1900
than personality. This fact injured
Lundeberg's individualletic tendenBeer - Wine - Liquors
cies. When he discovered that he
885 LORING
would be a mere cog in the CIO
Crockett
wheel, he immediately turned about
face and campaigned for independence! .
Now we see him barn-storming
M. S. ROSE'S
for the AFL.
According to Lundeberg, the SUP
has 8,000 members. Will 8,000 memBuffet and Restaurant
hers have the right to decide
Crockett
733-735 Loring Ave.
whether the union shall affiliate

"It is the inalienable right of a
baseball player to get mad and
have a fight with the umpire."—
Police Judge J. J. N. Qinlan, Huntington, W. Va.
with the AFL or not? Are we members going to surrender our democratic rights?
The vote returns will tell!
Fraternally yours, for rank and
file control.
Jim Kendell,
SUP No. 2076.

U AND I

San Francisco,
(Thursday), May 26, 1933.
Editor,
Voice of the Federation,
Dear Editor:
When on the beach we seamen
laern a lot about our union,our
union officials, and the forces of reaction that are striving to steal what
WE' have won on the picket lines.
Of all the sinister forces that are
working against the Maritime Federation, I don't believe there are an
more harmful than the ship-owner's
'
mouth-piece, "West Coast Firemen,
and its "salty" editor, Tom Kerry.
This mysterious character, Kerry
came into the MFOW&W,about ten
months ago, when Ferguson was
lining up opposition against the pro-

gressive rank and file.
Who Is this Kerry—where did
he come from—who brought him
in?
Several years ago, I remember,
elements of the Kerry species wet'
dealt with in a tune rank and file
fashion! Do any of you remember
a shipowner's stooge named Carl
Lynch, editor of Pacific Seamen?
Get back copies of Lynch's paper
and compare them with Kerry's
"West Coast Firemen," and You'l
see every resemblance.
Although Kerry is a "Johnny
come lately" in the union, he attempts to lay down the union'
policy and tell the membership to
form "Seafarers' Federations, AF
amalganiations" and other phoney
set-ups which are the shipowner's
schemes to smash the Maritime Fed
eration.
Kerry ie also a prophet. His lates
out-burst warns us that when the
Maritime Federation conventio
convenes, there will be resolutions
presented for national unity.
Certainly national unity is what
all seamen want. All the sea-going
Firemen, Sailors and Cooks who
know the score, all want national
unity. But the shipowners don't!
Neither does Kerry.
Weekly, Kerry keeps broadcastin
in his gutter-sheet that the NMUI
will move in on the West Coast. R
member once the old ISU fakir
tried to classify and segregate th
seamen. They tried to tell us ther
was a difference between seameil
of the East, West and Gulf.
And didn't the fakirs who tried
to keep us divided windup behind
the eight-ball? Of course Kerry
does not know these things, because he is a "Johnny—come
lately."
He does not know the history o
our struggles. And as "salty" Kerry
raves on he keeps harping about th
phoney east coast agreements.
We know that our agreements
can be improved—this is part of
our struggle. We also know that
in unity there is strength. Kerry
and Ben Bender know this too,
that is why they want to keep us
divided!
With a National Maritime F
oration, we would have one national
and uniform agreement, expiring 0
one date. Our united strength would
be the bargaining factor and in spit
of all the shipowners dollars, we are
going to keep struggling until Nv
have national unity and a Nationa
Maritime Federation.
'Ten million Kerry's cannot defea
us!
Fraternally yours,
John Sultonis,
MFOW&W 163.

Oil Barge Employes
Win Shorter Hour
NEW YORK (FP-.—A 5-da,
strike of oil barge employes affil
ated with the Intl. Longshoremen's
Assn. (AFL) was settled here wit
a contract providing for an 8-hour
day instead of a 12-hour day. Mor
men will he hired because of the
shorter work day, and several Pa
increases were granted. Oilers i
some classifications will receive
$110 instead of $105.
About 600 men were on strike,
tying up operations of six ind
pendent companies.
Attend Your Union Meeting.

Professional Directory, S. F.
COMPLIMENTS
of

PACIFIC TRADING
COMPANY
Importers of

Wel-Pac Products
100 SACRAMENTO ST.

CROCKETT
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Attorney
Proctor in Admiralty
Seamen's Cases a Specialty
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San Francisco

DOuglas 3565

Eagles' Building
Auditorium and Halls
100% UNION

273 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone HEmlock 9207
W. E. Bundy, Bldg. Supt.

easieceaniefiliseeiaieesselaila
San Francisco
EXbrook 2147

5 Nathan Merenbach
••

Attorney-At-Law
Seamen's Cases
110 SUTTER ST. Room No. 604,

Albert Michelson
Attorney-at-Law

Attorney for Pacific Coast Mat
rine Firemen, Oilers, Watertend•
are and Wipers' ASSOCiati011.
1650 Russ Bldg. Tel. Sutter 3866
San Francisco, Calif.
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DR. CLYDE J. BRAUER
DENTAL OFFIGh
• Formerly the Dr. C. S. Ford
Dental Office
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KEARNY & GEAF#Y STS.
"Good Service for the
Membership"
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Workers Picket Chicago City Hall To Protest Relief Crisis
of

CORRUPT POLITICAL MACHINE
NEGLECTS NEARLY 100,000
CITIZENS WHO BEG FOR FOOD

Where Greed Knows No Limit

By GEORGE MURRAY
Federated Press

CHICAGO.—While nearly 100,000 persons in Chicago
go hungry or carry away sacks of beans, rice and cabbage
from the city's 21 closed relief stations, hundreds of workers joined a mass picket line about the city hall to protest
relief policies of the corrupt Kelly-Nash-Horner political
machine.
•

The picket line was organized by.4
the Illinois Workers' Alliance, un• ion of unemployed. However, it involves both employed and jobless
members of virtually every labor
union in the city. It will continue
daily during the present relief
crisis.
Supplementing this picket line
as a relief demonstration is the relief "lobby" being maintained in
NEW YORK (FP)—A summary
Springfield, the state capital, durof the National Labor Relations
ing the emergency legislative sesBoard's work published here shows
sion. This session was called by
that the board has made a strik,'
Gov. Henry Horner, two days after
City- relief stations closed when im ingly successful record in court
cases. The report is made in a
adeqUate funds had been exhaustpamphlet entitled Labor on New
ed.
Fronts, prepared by Robert R.
CHILDREN HUNGRY
Brooks, assistant professor of ecoThrough the greater part of the
nomics at Williams College, and
city, children are whimpering for
published by the Public Affairs
food. Their elders tighten belts
Committee.
and curse the short-sighted relief
"During the first full fiscal
PolleY of the Horner administration. The relief problem hasn't year of the labor board's operabeen confined alone to poor neigh- Von," Brooks reports, "there
borhoods. For months, with the were 19 appeals to circuit court.
wave of industrial layoffs and no In only three cases was the
job!' available, families once mod- board denied enforcement of its
erately well off have been apply- orders, and in no case were the
board's findings of fact revers.
ing for relief.
ed because of constitutional or
Yet In the state treasury are
other defects in the board's pro.
funds which need only to be alcedure. Of 97 appeals for inlocated. A bill now before the
junctions against the board in
legislature would appropriate 14
been settled in favor of the
millions from the state general
federal district courts, 96 have
fund for relief, but Horner has
board and One is pending."
Indicated disapproval,

LABOR BOARD
SETS RECORD
FOR APPEALS

•

Throughout last winter and this
spring, children have stayed away
from school because shoes' and
clothing were worn through. Pam.
!lies on inadequate relief budgets
have rooted in garbage pails
through the city's aneys . to sup.
plernent their starvation diets.
LIMITED SUPPLIES
Illinois now offers its starving
thousands a diet of powdered skim
milk and potato flour, .furnished
from surplus federal su pplies. En.
Closed with each shopping bag of
this stuff are recipes on how to
Make the food palatable. And famDies are limited to a minimum,
even of this!
Leadership in the fight for adequate relief has come from organized labor. Railroad brotherhoods fight side by side with
AFL and CIO organizations.
Typical of action taken by labor
was that of a relief conference
of all the city's CIO union. As
a result, the city hall picket line
and the Springfield lobby came
into being. A penny postcard
Protest campaign, directed at the
state house, has been started.
The ultimate goal is a permanent program to eliminate future
crisis.

URGE LARGE FUND
WASHINGTON (FP).— Letters
to every
member of the Senate,
urging them to approve the addi. tional
$60,000 requested by the
' Senate civil
liberties committee,
have been sent by E. Is Oliver,
- executive
secretary of Labor's NonPartisan Leakue. Oliver pointed
. out that
with the $60,000 the corn' Mittee will
have a total of only
,.. $150,000 while
other recent committees have had as much as $260,000.

Convention

or.

oloOP.

The annual convention of the
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast will open in San
Francisco on Monday, June 6.
All sessions will be held in
Knights of Columbus Hall, 150
Golden Gate avenue.
More than 200 delegates, representing the various units
Which comprise the Federation,
will attend the meetings.
President J. W. Engstrom and
Secretary-Treasurer John Kucin
have perfected plans
for the
conduct of the convention. Z.
R. Brown, secretary
of District
Council No. 2, is working out a
gala dance program for the en.
tertainment of the delegates.
This big social affair will be
given on Saturday night,
June
18, at the Scottish
Rite Hall,
Sutter St. and Van Ness Ave.
Sessions will be open to all
members of the Federation who
may sit in as observers and fol.
low the proceedings
from day
to day.

Threatened with loss o fher job unless—, Lena Ma litzky "loaned" her employer, the Berman Parlor Frame
Co. of Brooklyn, N. Y., $150 which though due on Jan. 27, has not been repaid. Other employes were forced
to do the same in order to keep their jobs. Practiced over three years, the vicious system has now been
brought to an end by the organization of a local of the United Furniture Workers. A strike closed the shop.
—(t'ederated Pictures.)

ORGANIZING IN OIL
By J. P. KELLEY
(Tanker Organizer, MFOW&W)
Now that balloting for collective
bargaining representation for the
tankership seamen is completed in
the Associated and Union 011 Companies, the maritime unions are
anxiously waiting for the results
from the National Labor Relations
Board.
While the unions do not expect
to win the Associated and Union
tankers as easily as the Richfield
and Hilcone Companies it can be
expected that the unions will be
victorious. The tankermen can
then consider themselves within
the jurisdiction of organized labor.
Their next step is to join the
unions which have been certified
by the elections.
The confused situation in the
Standard Oil Company at Richmond is gradually clearing up as
more men are joining the union
each week. Within sixty days
this company should be organized well enough to be petitioned for NLRB elections.

Brooks lists a number of reasons why incorporation of trade
unions would be socially undesirable. He points out that trade
unions are just as much impressed with the sacredness of contracts as are employers, and that
Many of the Standard Oil tankemployers' associations themselves ers are transporting high test gas
are not incorporated.
to Russia with weekly sailings
The mere incorporation of trade from Richmond. soparently the
unions, he argues, would not pro- Soviets are storing War supplies in
tect them from racketeering, but preparation for attacks from the
would leave an opening for several fascist war-mongers, Hitler and
dangers to a free trade union Mussolini.
movement. For example, an emPloyer could introduce a spy into
tife union to commit illegal acts
for which the union would be held
responsible. Further, a corporation
is subject to .state "visitation and
inspection." This legal rule could,
in an anti-labor area, become a
simple and effective means of relaying to employers the membership list of the union.
Brooks finds that the Wagner
Act has served as "an important
instrument for industrial peace."
During the first two and one-half
years of existence, the board averted 489 threatened strikes.

From reliable reports I learn that
seamen without union books are
not permitted ashore in the Soviet
Union. The last Standard tanker
to depart for Russia was the S. S.
"Dodd" which left Richmond last
Friday. The R. J. Hanna has gone
to the east coast and will be back
In about six weeks.
All the oil tankers sailing in
and out of this area are well
covered with union literature and
the Voice of the Federation. The
tankermen tell me they like the
"Voice" because it keeps them
Informed with union activities
nationally. They, also want to
know why they can't get the
"Voice" in other ports. This is
a question that should be taken

up at the Maritime Federation
Convention which opens on Monday, June 6th.
The crew of the Standard Oil
tanker "Fitzimmons" told me that
a bundle of "West Coast Firemen"
were placed aboard the ship at
Alaska last voyage. Leave it to
the shipowners to see that their
propaganda is well distributed!
The struggle between the seamen and the shipowners must continue until the seamen win their
just demands. It is an undeniable
fact that without the maritime unions we seamen would still be toiling ander the 1933 coolie conditions.
How would you like to go back
to the deplorable conditions
which we remember so bitterly?
Well, this is what the gutter.
sheet, "West Coast Firemen" is
attempting to do for the shipowners!
The shipowners discovered that
it is impossible to defeat us
through strikes and lockouts so.
now they are attempting to demoralize us with their propaganda
agencies. How far they will get
depends upon the intelligence of
the workers. We seamen are not
so dumb that we are going to permit the "Red-scare" to undermine
our unions nor are we going to
let the enemies' propaganda divide us. As workers we have
everything in common., We must
not allow ourselves to be divided
through political, religious Or racial issues. Our strength lies in
our unity and our welfare depends
upon our willingness to organize.
All unorganized tankerm en
should join the maritime unions
as soon as possible. The Marine
Firemen, Oilers, Watertenders and
Wipers' Association invites all
tankermen employed in the engine
department to come into the union.
All questions will be answered and
any other information will be furnished without obligation.
Standard Oil men are requested
to contact union
ganizer at National Hotel, 443, Standard Avenue, Richmond. '

Vigilantes Gang
Up Against WPA
Workers On Job
CAMDEN, N. J. (FP).—A 1-week
strike of approximately 3500 Camden county WPA workers was ended when Asst. WPA Administrator Aubrey Williams assured the
men that they would be required
to work only every other Saturday,
Instead of working nine consecutive Saturdays and then taking five
Saturdays off.
The men voted
unanimously to go back to work.
At Lindenwold, 12 miles from
this dity, more than 150 vigilantes
armed with rifles, shotguns and
clubs had previously driven off
nine carloads of strikers who were
attempting to persuade WPA workers in the municipal gravel pits to
join the walkout. The vigilantes
were mobilized by a siren blast.

Ford Foreman
Slugs Worker
At K. C. Trial
:losS
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (FP)-he
slugging of a Ford union wkilrker
by a company foreman disrupted
the hearing before' a trial 'examiner of the National Labor Relations Board of charges that the
Ford Motor Co. has violated the
Wagner Act by fostering a company union and locking out union
members.
The beating took place during a
recess outside the hearing room
in the municipal auditorium. Joe
Toronto, 140-1b. member of the
United Automobile Workers, was
hit and badly injured by Jess
(Buck) Adams, company foreman,
who weighs more than 200 lbs.
Testimony was interrupted for a
day and a half while Trial Examiner McNally heard witnesses
on the . beating. Feeling has been
running high between union members and company union stooges,
and the slugging resulted from a
remark passed between the two
groups.

OREGON TORY
6,000 Families
VOTE FEARED Coal Operator Reveals
Face Hunger In
Relief Crisis
Harlan Anti-Union Plot
IN ELECTION
PORTLAND, Ore. (FP).--Victor
over Gov. Charles H. Martin in
the Democratic primary by about
7,000 votes, Henry L. Hess is expected to face a united tory opposition in the fall election for governor. Anti-labor forces that ardently supported Martin's campaign for renomination are considered certain to desert the Democratic candidate in favor of Charles
A. Sprague, Republican nominee
and publisher of The Oregon
Statesman, daily newspaper in
Salem.
Hess won with the solid backing of AFL and CIO unions,
which Martin had alienated by
his vicious attacks on the Natl.
Labor Relations Board and union labor generally. The nominee it a warm champion of the
New Deal. During the campaign
his 74-year-old opponent contemptuously referred to him as a
Roosevelt l'rubber-stamp," a reminder of the phrase applied to
the victorious Sen. Pepper in
the recent Florida election.
Unless there are wholesale tory
desertions from Hess, the New
Dealer should defeat his Republican rival handily. There were approximately 112,000 votes cast in
the Democratic primary as against
about. 85,000 Republican ballots.
"Detroit police seem to enjoy
beating a man ,when. he's down."—
President Albert Hargreaves, Local 281, United Automobile Workers

LONDON, Ky. (FP).—In a surprise move by the government, a
coal operator took the witness
stand in the trial of 44 Harlan
county operators and peace officers
and swore that the coal operators
had formed an association "to fight
the union."
The witness was E. J. Asbury,
superintendent of the Black Mountain, Coal Co., whose mine was the
scene of a mysterious fire a few
days ago. Asbury was among the
operators indicted for conspiring
againgt union labor, but the
charges against him were nolle
prossed by Asst. Atty.-Gen. Brien
McMahon.
Ashbury told how his company
and another concern had signed
an agreement with the United
Mine Workers and ten objected
to paying an assessment of 8
mills on each ton of coal, for use
in fighting union labor. R. C.
Tway, one of the defendants, told
Asbury and the other operator
that • they were "too thin-skinned."
Charles I. Dawson, chief defense
counsel, attempted to make Asbury
admit that he had made a deal
with the prosecution. The witness
stood his ground.
In his opening address to the
jury of farmers, McMahon sketched a cruel picture of Harlan county
terror. He told how Marshall Musick, a union organizer and a Baptist preacher, was chased out of
town after gunmen had fired on

him. Then the sharpshooters emptied volleys from shotguns into the
small frame house of the Musick
family.
They poured shot after shot
into that home," he said. "When
Preacher Musick's wife started
to count her brood there was one
who did not answer. He, Bennett
Music, her son, lay dead in a
pool of blood."
Don't Patronize Hearst.

Kennedy Votes
In Pennsylvania
Please CIO Aids
PITTSBURGH (FP). —"The results of the Pennsylvania primary
election are something to give us
a feeling of both pride and great

TOLEDO (FP).—More than 6000
families will be taken off relief
rolls here soon unless the state
legislature, now in session, passes
an adequate appropriation for unemployment relief.
Local grocers have already notified the city relief authorities that
unless the grocery bills, mounted
up since March 19, are paid soon
they will not recognize the relief
slips handed out to the needy unemployed.
The Toledo Industrial Union
Council, CIO central body, reports
that only about 15,000 of its 37,000
members are employed. Most of
those employed, however, are working only two and three days each
week.

Millinery Workers
Catch Up On Movers

NEW YORK (FP).—To escape
satisfaction," said Philip Murray, union conditions, some 20 millinery
chairman of the Steel Workers Or- concerns employing about 500 perganizing Committee. "We feel sons have left New York in recent
pride in the magnificent display of months: One, the Irving Jacobs
unity and co-operation among the Co., went to New Britain, Conn.
CIO unions and their friends in all Organizers of the United Hatters,
walks of life; satisfaction in piling Cap & Millinery Workers (AFL)
up more than a half-million votes went to New Britain also, unionfor Tom Kennedy in the face of ized the 90 new employes and called a strike for union conditions.
tremendous organized opposition.
"Sooner or later the CIO had to The company has just signed an
demonstrate its strength at the agreement raising men's wages
ballot box. This has been done 10c an hour and women's wages
and over a half-million persons Sc, to be followed by higher rates.
haye given us a vote of confiPatronize Our Advertisers
dence."'

Open Shopper JUDGE FLAYED FOR ATTEMPTS
Defeated In TO INVADE ADMINISTRATIVE
Guild Strike
FIELD DESPITE EXPERIENCES
ORANGE, N. J. (FP).—Striking
Newark Newspaper Guild members on The Orange Courier ended a 10-day walkout with an agreement for reinstatement of three
discharged editorial worker's and
placement of two more on a preferential list. The agreement also
establishes a preferential shop
and bars any pay cuts or dismissals
for economy during the next six
months.

By Federated Press

WASHINGTON.—Prosturing judges, proclaiming their
judicial overlordship, were given a boot in the pants by
Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace in a statement that
"another battle seems to be opening" to keep the legislative
functions of the government in Congress.

Wallace's sharply worded state-4ment which he read to a press conference, struck out particularly at
what he said is "an attempt . . .
to have the courts invade the administrative field by taking over
Publisher William Hirsch, fam- the rate making and regulatory
ous for his payless paydays, had functions of administrative agenearlier offered to settle the strike cies."
if the guildsmen would agree to
"One year ago a great battle was
return to work without demanding
ALBANY, N. Y. (FP).—Republifought to decide whether the courts
pay each week. The guild replied
could take over the functions of can delegates helping to write a
by putting pickets before the two determining legislative policy for
new constitution for New York
ritziest department stores in this
the nation. That battle was sumsstate
have agreed on a middle of
wealthy suburb of Newark. The
pended when the courts retreated
merchants, who had refused to inthe
road
formula with at least one
from the legislative field," Wallace
tervene before the strike was calljoke
for
protecting the right of
"This
battle
another
year
said.
ed and who had later declined to
collective bargaining and safeseems to be opening."
withdraw their advertising from
The Supreme Court recently guarding employers' interests. At
the struck paper, let out a yelp
over-ruled a rate-fixing decision of the same time the convention's
that brought Hirsch within signing
the Department of Agriculture, committee on the bill of rights
distance of the dotted line.
•
Frederick . Wood of the Wall vetoed four propositions because
The guild victory was the first
Street firm of Cravath, de Gel's- it was felt that they would give
in the history of the open shop•
dorff, Swaine and Wood, who ar- labor too good a break.
Courier. Several years ago a gued the case before the court,
Interesting enough, all four of
strike of typographical men was then suggested that rate-making
wrecked by Flagg strike-breakers, powers be lodged with the courts the liberal proposals had been
supplied through the American instead of government regulatory made by Republican delegates.
Rep. Hamilton Fish Jr. wished
luxe scab departmentetaoinetaoin agencies.
to guarantee the rights of unioniNewspaper Publishers Assn.'s de
MEANS PROTECTION
zation and strike action to everyluxe scab department. Three print"It is vital that the people nn- one except
public servants reers refused to walk through the derstand what is involved in this
sponsible for protecting life or
guild picket line this time.
issue," Wallace said. "For the property.
His brother Republifarmers it involves protection of cans said
"No."
their prices and incomes through
Murray Gootrad of Brooklyn promeasures to regulate the marketing
Posed that picketing and boycott.
of their products, for labor, protec- lug
should be authorized even
tion of wages and working condiwhen no strike existed, or when
tions, for consumers, protection
strikebreakers had taken over opagainst exorbitant rates and prices,
erations. He also recommended
and for business, protection of
that no permit or license should
honest competitive enterprises
be required for distribution of
against unfair, monopolistic and
strike literature, that any arrestATLANTIC CITY, N. J. (FP).— destructive trade practices."
ed person should be immediately
Admitting that impartial courts
A bid for peace with the American
arraigned and that public officers
Federation of Labor was made have an indispensable place in
should be required to testify in
here when delegates to the Amal- civilized society, Wallace asserted
any legal action based on neglect
gamated Clothing Workers' con- that the courts have been forgetof their duties.
trybeen
have
and
place
their
ting
vention Noted unanimous approval
All three of Gootrad's proposals
of a resolution directing their of- ing to dominate rate-making and
were
rejected.
regulation.
ficers "to bring about unity beT h e Republican -controlled
Four decades of utility ratetween the AFL and CIO "when a
"satisfactory basis can be found." making by the courts have tied up joint legislative committee offer.
The resolution reaffirmed sup- state and federal commissions in ed several principles that it conport of the CIO. Delegates in- a maze of conflicting rules, he said. sidered acceptable. l'Ione gives
dorsed a section of the resolutions Almost insuperable difficulties cause for organized and unorcommittee report which read: "The have been placed in the way of ganized workers to stand up and
needs of the labor movement de- the enforcement of the Sherman cuhieheer.
program indorses the right
mand unity. However, unity to be and Clayton anti-trust laws.
MONEY LOSSES
of collective bargaining. It guarof real service to the labor move"Even the operation of the Pack- antees the right to strike, but
ment, must be based upon the perand Stockyards Act, which for hedges with the proviso that the
ers
petuation of the gains which the
was of considerable value exercise of this right must not be
time
a
so
brilliantly secured."
CIO has
farmers
and consumers, is now "against the public nor harmful to
to
Amalgamated Pres. Sidney Hillfive years of liti- the public welfare."
when
impaired
man added that peace must mean
in handing over
only
result
gation
approval of industrial unionism.
A joker provision, apparently
commission men and lawyers
to
designed to support employer deReports of the activities of the
rightfully belongs to
mands for incorporation of trade
Textile Workers' Organizing Com- $700,000 that
farmers.
unions, reads: "The rights and obmittee revealed that today some
"The dairy producers of New ligations of
179,653 textile workers are under
employers in all workhave been injured by the
England
contract as compared with 43,000
er-employer relationships should be
obstration and neverwhen the TWOC began its drive. tactics of
commensurated with the rights and
employed by Boslitigation
ending
Expenditures of $1,238,000 have
obligations of the workers." The
distributors who are tinffinal principle is that government
been made in the drive, which has ton milk
comply with the law.
to
willing
netted pacts with 1,029 companies
should act impartially in industhese distribuand established for the first time The attorneys efor
trial relationships and seek to proafter
a permanent organization of textile tors have consumed week
mote good will.
week, month after month, year
workers in the south.
after year, in tortuous legal maDon't Patronize Hearst.
neuvers. More than $1,000,000 of
money paid by consumers and
Attend Your Union Meeting.
rightfully owing to the dairy farmers of New England is now impounded," Wallace said.
"When the will of the people is
thwarted and nullified by such tactics as these, surely one can not
say that the 'rudimentary requirements of fair play' have been
MADISON, Wis. (FP).—Wisconserved," he added, quoting from
sin politics took .a scrambled hue
decision
Court's
Supreme
the
MEN'S TAILORS
as the Farmer-Labor Progressive
against the Department of AgriFederation met in convention here
culture.
and refused indorsement of Gov.
Phil Lalollette's new Natl. Progressive Party. Instead, the fedeThis firm has been fair to
ration indorsed Sec. of State TheoUnion Labor
dore F. Dammann, a close friend
of the La-Follettes, for governor.
GOOSE CREEK, Tex. (FP).—
Mayor Daniel W. Hoan of Milwau- This community near Houston has
kee was indorsed for U. S. Senate. become the first in Texas to place
Nine organizations—the Progres- teachers on a permanent tenure
sive and Socialist parties, the AFL basis. A campaign initiated by
and CIO, the railroad brotherhoods the . Central Labor Union and in- BE CONSISTENT
and three farm groups—are affili- dorsed by the Parent-Teachers
DEMAND THE LABEL
ated with the federation. Indorse- Council resulted in action by the
and Live up to Your
ment of Dammann was vague. The board of education to abolish the
convention decided that if a candi- annual hiring of teachers. Two
Union Principles
date withdraws, as Dammann is locals of the American Federation
likely to do in favor of Phil La- of Teachers in Goose Creek and
Follette, he may be replaced by Pasadena gave full support. The
the federation's board. In this board also voted 18 per cent pay
event, it was indicated, Dammann raises, seniority and public hearwould run again for secretary of ings in cases of dismissal.
state.
UNION TAILORS
Hoan announced he would not
WIN BACK PAY
run. "Personal reasons" was his
NEW YORK (FP).—The Natl.
716 Market Street
only explanation. Advisers to tile Labor Relations Board has ordered
governor saw no complications the South Atlantic Steamship Co.
arising from the convention ac- to reinstate 23 discharged seamen
tions. Though most of his close with back pay plus subsistence
Since 1900
associates are members of the fed- since last Oct. 5. The Natl. MariSAN FRANCISCO
eration, Laloollette has never join- get $1,000 each.
ed.
time Union estimates the men will

0.0.P.LEADERS
FIGHT SHY OF
LABOR RIGHTS

LABOR PEACE
HOLDS BENEFIT
FOR MILLIONS

LA FOLLETTE'S
PARTY FAILS
TO WIN NOD

Texas Town Grants
Tenure For Teachers

UNION MEN

for Thirty Years
•

•

KELLEHER &
BROWNE

•
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fiague, Ala Hitler!

"So The Bill Was Passed"
DULUTH GUILD
Echoes History Making BALKS THRFAT
Drive For Wage-Hour Bill IN STRIKE WIN
By HENRY ZON
(Federated Press)
WASHINGTON (FP)—As the hands of the big clock
over the desk of the Speaker of the House neared half past
ten on the evening of May 24, the reading clerk handed
the Speaker a slip of paper.
The Speaker glanced at the slip, cleared his throat and

At the Golden Gate Press, 120 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone ORdway 3241
San Francisco, Calif.

Dance Date!
All organizations take notice.
Keep this date open:
JUNE 18, 1938
District Council No. 2 will hol -1111
MARITIME CONVENTION
a
DANCE on that date at Scottish
Rites Hall, 1270 Sutter Street
at Van Ness.
District Council No. 2 respec
fully requests that all organizations cooperate by planning
affairs on this date.
Wally Blumberg's Orchestr.
has been engaged for the evening. Wally is a real rank anc
filer and will dish it out in first
class style.
Tickets are now available at
40 California Street, offices of

DULUTH, Minn. (FP).—Watched by a company of infantry and
a detachment of naval reservists
on standby orders, Publisher J. II.
Jordan of The Duluth Herald and
News-1.'111mile sat down in the armory here and finally negotiated a
contract with the Lake Superior
Newspaper Guild. Assisting in the
strike settlement were Adj.-Gen.
Ellard Walsh of the Natl. Guard
and Rev. Francis J. Gilligan, mediator appointed by Gov. Elmer A.
Benson.
The shotgun wedding between
the publisher and his striking employees was the direct sequel to
a teargas and nightstick attack
upon a guild picket line of 400
on May 23.. In the most brutal
demonstration of police handiwork ever seen in Duluth, local
cops indiscriminately clubbed
men and women pickets as well
as bystanders in order to clear a
path for scabs. Gov. Benson condemned the police assault, scored
the publisher for had faith, and
promised that he would intervene
to restore civil rights.
Guild officers say that .jeb security clauses in the contract are superior to any obtained elsewhere
in the country. One provision establishes an employee's competence after six months and bars
any dismissals for Incompetence
after that period.
The agreement, accepted by
the strikers with a vote of 68 to
3, pr9vides for the guild shop in
the commercial departments of
the two papers, except for 12
solicitors.
advertising
outside
The 5-day, 40-hour week is established, with time-and-a-half for
overtime.
No dismissals are to be made for
economy, merger or similar reasons during the next six months.
Dismissal bonuses are fixed at the
rate of one week's pay for every
30 weeks' employment, with a
maximum of 24 week's pay.
Wages are to be arbitrated by a
committee of which Father Gnu.gam and the president of the Natl.
Lawyers' Guild are to be members.

rapped for order in the already stil14)`
house. "Yeas, 324, Nays, 97," he an- the coming four years told the
President
J. W. ENGSTROM
pounced.
Members of the House people's representatives.
Secretary-Treasurer
J. KUCIN
whooped and hollered and some
But the insidious voice of the
Vice-President
R. BENSON
gathered around Rep. Mary Norton sweatshop owner, the southern mill
H. Norman
O. E. Rolstad
Carl Tillman
J. E. Snedclon
(1)., N. J.), to shake her hand. There owner, the child labor exploiter
John Schomaker
Z. R. Brown
V. J. Malone
was a rush for the door and within spoke with more persuasion. The
Harry Hook
M. E. Olsen
Paul Benson
15 minutes the big House chamber Senate, within short order, passed
Pro Tern
........
District Council No. 2.
..........
was deserted with page boys and a bill extending the frontiers of soR. DUNAVON
clerks wearily cleaning up the cial progress but in the House eight
(Member of American Newspaper Guild)
scraps.
men put their heads in the sand and
"Entered as second-class matter, October 19, 1936, at the post office at
After nearly 12 hours of steady said they would not permit their 427
San Francisco, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879."
debate the House had passed the colleagues to look upon the measure.
wages and hours bill.
The session ended with the wages
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Per Year — $2.00
SINGLE (7)PIES — Five Cents
Passage came after a demand for and hours bill stymied in the House
the measure that would not be de- rules committee. At the special sesAdvertising Rates furnished on application
nied. Opponents tried every trick in sion later in the year, 218 represenMake all checks, Money-orders, payable to Sec.-Treas.
the parliamentary book. They tried tatives signed a petition declaring
Maritime Federation of the Pacific: Coast-24 Calif. St., San Francisco
Standing in front of a caricature of Mayor Frank (I Am the Law) stalling, they tried outright defiance, that the House wanted to debate the
Hague, Norman Thomas, Socialist leader and Princeton alumnus, de- they tried tricky amendments but bill and asking the rules committee
CLEVELAND (FP).—Pres. A. F.
nounces the Jersey City mayor at a rally held on the university campus. their opposition crumbled before the to unloose its deadly clutch.
Whitney of the Brotherhood
More than 2,000 students participated.
mounting pressure of millions of
A subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee has
Railroad Trainmen has served noworking men and women for legisteRsweatOfWtiE
inAllrhSeHvOoiPcePo
ag
WaE
But S
approved a proposal to have Congress pass a resolution
tice upon the railroads that "tra'
lation that would put meaning into shop owner Carried more weight
urging Governor Merriam of California to pardon Tom
men and yardmen will not accept
the vaunted American standard of than the millions of voices of exa
but
wage cut." Scoring the railroads."
committee;
living.
Mooney. The matter now goes to the full
extelidedthtehuenlcaienrd_
meiissse throughout
rork
a
pinodittl
edu wpo
proposal
for a 15 per cent slash ea
Lying
cryptic
behind
the
line
in
subcommittee
approvwith four of the five members of the
July 1 as the product of "a selthe Congressional Record, "so the privileged was snatched from under
resolution
for
the
ing and the fifth not voting, the prospects
fish, anti-social philosophy," Wis
bill was passed," was a whole year their noses by a vote of 216 to 198.
seem rather good.
of intrigue, of wrangling, of skull- Congressional
ney declared that the carriers
committees
once
The conviction and continued imprisonment of Mooney
duggery, of frantic lobbying, of con- again sat down to contemplate the
should be taken over by the V
gressional revolt and of turmoil.
is one of the worst miscarriages of justice in our history.
eminent.
principle of "a fair day's pay for a
TOOK WHOLE YEAR
"This proposal to reduce labor
fair day's work."
He was convicted on the testimony of one Oxman, who
By HENRY ZON
Exactly a year before—May 24,
income
in order to profit capita,
Federated
Press
did
protest
the
chorus
of
Then
later admitted his perjury, and who, according to several
when labor is •constantly givi'
WASHINGTON.—Power lobbyists are still persisting in 1937—the President of the United grow. Workers throughout the nawitnesses, was across the bay in Oakland when the ex- their inglorious efforts to hamstring
more in proportion to the wages s
the New Deal's pro- States sent a message to Congress. tion, tired of parliamentary hoodplosion came in San Francisco. None of the defendants sup- gram it became evident here as the relief and recovery bill "The time has arrived for us to take winking, spoke up directly and dereceives would result in wealth
posed to be conspirators with Mooney were prosecuted after and the Flood Control Bill came before the Senate for con- further action to extend the fron- manded what had been promised
concentration and the destructL
of
tiers
sideration.
social
progress,"
ehe
of
purchasing power, making de-i
mesthem for two years. After hints of
the Oxman perjury came out. The judge who presided at
A neat dissection of the power
sage started,
nation
and economie depress' ,.
consequences
of
an
adverse
vote,
the
his trial believed Mooney innocent on the later revelations;
trust lobbyists was contained in a
"We have promised it. We cannot 314 representatives agreed to the
Inevitable," the brotherhood presS,
and 10 of the 12 jurors who convicted signed a petition for pamphlet entitled, appropriately
stand still," the message concluded, fulfillment of the promise while 97
dent said.
retrial or pardon.
enough, "Always Their Pound of
Between those lines an attainable still stood up for the sweatshop and
He pointed bitterly to the 10
goal was pointed out and Congress teh exploiter of little children,
But the Big Business interests of San Francisco are de- Flesh," issued by Judson King, a
per cent cut accepted by rallroa
was called upon to chart the course.
workers in 1932, which "nette
"So the bill was passed."
termined to keep Mooney in ,jail; and for 21 years, they power expert of many years' stand"Our nation, so richly endowed
ing,
a
close
friend
of
the
Senator
coupon clippers $400,000,000."
Norris
Now
aroused,
labor
in
the
country
have done it. If Congress can pry him loose, it will not, inwith naturaFresources and with a has served notice that it will book
(Ind., Neb.), and one of the prime
!Although supposed to last fo
deed, right the wrong; but it will encourage persistent ef- movers for the TVA'.
ST. PAUL (FP).—Under the
capable and industrious copula- no further delay. The meaaure in
only a year, the cut continued
Farmer-Labor administration, the flora
forts for justice, and may convince the next persons conThe attack of the power intershould be able to devise short order will go to conference
for 38 months and made th stite property tax levy will be ways
templating a frameup that the job is not worthwhile.
and means of insuring to all
ests is three-fold. In the relief and
general depression more severe.
committee for an adjustment of the
16+ier for 1937 (collectible In 1938)
our able-bodied working men and differences between the House and
recovery bill they have inserted
The proposed 15 per cent red
tliVU at any time in the past seven
the proviso that none of the PWA
women a fair day's pay for a fair Senate versions. It will then, upon
tion would bring net income Or
yrs. State Treasurer C. A. Halday's work. A self-supporting and signature by the President, become
funds shall be used to help a
trainment and yardmen down
sreilion (F-L) announced that the
"less than $100 a month," liVh
The Public Affairs Committee of New York has issued municipality build a local power reduction had been made despite self-respecting democracy can law.
ney said. Figures compiled by
Some workers, at least, will be
21 ten cent pamphlets, dealing with public affairs; and plant or distributing plant in com- record-making state aid to local plead no justification for the existence of child labor, no economic able to look forward to the day when
petition with a private utility.
Labor Research Assn. show th.,
every one of them so far has contained information cheap In the same bill they have agreed welfare and school funds.
reason for chiseling workers' hours of back-breaking work for a
officials of many trunk lines Ind
at many times the price. But the last is one of the best. It is to an increased appropriation for Taxes upon the vast steel trust wages or stretching workers' crust of bread will be just a horn-o r Delegates creased their own salaries fro
entitled "Labor on New Fronts;" and if anything is left of rural electrification administration properties in Minnesota's famed hours," the man whom 46 of the ble memory, when a week's work
(
2$
040 0
7
cent
i
0)n191
:7
($5
.,000) to 62 2/3
iron range will total $10,000,000 for
nation's
projects
48
but
they
states
had
have
just
chosen
forestalled
will
be
no
longer
than
40
hours
and
the stock complaints against the National Labor Relations
Two jazz bands interspersed
the 1937 tax year—three times the
Act by employers' associations and corporation lawyers the granting to the R.EA of any ad- 1936 figure. The increase was to guide the nation's destiny for an hour's pay no less than 40 cents. with numbers from an elaborate One of the handsomest pal
ditional funds for administration,
floor show, will feature the forth- boosts went to Pres. M. W. C
after this pamphlet is through with them, it is something thus making the additional
whose
funds made possible by tax reforms durConvention ment of the Pennsylvania,
coming Maritime
too small to be seen with the naked eye. Here are a few of virtually useless.
ing the 1937 legislative sessions
$60,000
1936
salary
In
jumped
Dance, Saturday night, June 18th,
under the Farmer-Labor Party's
its more pungent remarks:
$100,000 in 1937. Four vice-pre WITHDRAWS CONTROL
starting promptly at 8:00 o'clock $
dents, of the Pennsy received an
"The Wagner Act is an important instrument for indus- In the flood control bill the pow- program of "taxation according to
in Scottish Rite Auditorium.
ability to pay." It was the first
average
of $52,500 each in tho's
er interests insist on retention of
trial peace."
The affair will be under the
appreciable rise in steel trust taxes
years. Even the bankrupt Nevi
a
joker
2.
Council
No.
inserted
District
in
of
the
auspices
New
Eng"American trade unions are quite as impressed with the
in nearly 20 years, and farm and
Hartford hi
Not only is an elaborate floor York, New Haven &
sacredness of a contract as is American business." And land Flood oCntrol Compact that home owners will benefit proporfor in'
will take away from the Federal
show scheduled to take the boards managed to find $145,390
tionately.
gives illustrations.
•
Mir!
se
3a,
7.
s
ing
salaries
l
ci
o
official's
Government control over hydrothe night of the dance but the
"The compulsory publication of (union) officers' salaries electric power produced at flood
are
also
charge
In.
committees
NEW YORK, June 1.—IndicaExpiration date 'coinciding exand expense accounts would have a good deal to recom- control dams in New England and emergency relief appropriation a tions are that the National Mari- actly with that of the West Coast planning refreshments of all kinds.
mere
gesture,"
King
notes.
Dancing, entertainnient, laughs gaFOR CONSUMERS
time Union would turn down the
mend it if the provisions were also applied to the officers of at all but two of the other flood
maritime unions.
The Federal Power Act of 1920 agreement recently
control projects mentioned in the
of
the
evebe
the
order
lore
will
reached
with
trade associations, 'citizens' committees,' and 'back to
On point one—The present tenrequires a federal license for the eight companies in the
bill.
WASHINGTON (FP).—Publie''
American tative agreement would allow the ning.
work' associations."
development
of
a.
power
site
on Steamship Owners' Association and
The non-competitive clause in the
Tickets for the affair may be tion of Consumers' Bookshelf, a
"Employers' associations are not themselves incorpo- PWA section of the relief and re- navigable waters and their tribu- would send in a new negotiating company to hire outside the un- obtained from the offices of the bibliography of free and low-co
ion providing every union resource
rated."
covery bill was the work of one taries with public applicants given committee for a new contract.
District Council, 40 California St., pUblications on consumer problems,
to obtain a qualified man had been
te.
te
preference.
The
New
bes s.
England
de by the De
mapyarn
Philip
H.
Gadsden,
vice
or by phoning DOuglas 0464. AdYou might gather from this last sentence that the Public
president
A statement to the membership, exhausted.
Council and six governors of New signed by Joseph Curran, NMU
of Agriculture.
of
the
United
cents.
Gas
mission
will
be
40
Improvement
Affairs Committee is strongly opposed to the compulsory
On point two—Certain categories
cured from the Superintendent
Co. of Philadelphia, according to England states wanted to override General Organizer, took cognizance
incorporation of unions. It is. And perhaps the best brief King. Gadsden
were exempt from the "five to
Documents, Washington, D. C., a
appeared before the this. requirement and leave the of the flood of protests received
HELD FASCIST MOVE
summary of the pamphlet's conclusions on labor issues to Senate appropriations committee states free to lease the power at at NMU headquarters from various eight" principle in the present
the cost of 15 cents, stamps IL
date is the following paragraph:
on behalf of the provision, pledging flood control dams to private pow- ports on the Atlantic and Gulf document.
CHICAGO (FP).—The LaFollette accepted.
On point three—The present program for a national third party
that
if it were adopted the utilities er companies for the next 999 Coasts and from ships crews
"The elimination of employer-controlled unions, the
against certain provisions in the agreement calls for a nine-hour "moves toward fascism," the naexposure of labor spying, the outlawry of the yellow-dog would spend gobs of money on years.
CAFETERIAS SIGN UP
day in a spread of. 14 hours for tional action committee of the Sotheir own hook.
Those
power
compacts
died
becontract.
contract, the publicity given to physical brutality of some
stewards on big passenger ships. cialist Party declared in a state"Back In 1927 and 1928 the Nacause of opposition by the PresiNEW YORK (FP).—A contra
Basis of the discontent, accordemployers' agents toward union organizers or sympathizers tional Electric Light
On point four—The expiration ment issued here. The committee covering 2000 workers employed in
dent but the same joker pops up
Association
ing to Cm.ran's statement, is a
. and the elimination of blacklisting and firing for union and associates put $400,000 at the
in the new flood control bill, "compromise" on certain "basic date of the agreement now under said that Gov. Phirip Larollette of four chain cafeterias here has bes
activities have removed important obstacles to the growth command of a joint committee
King remarks. The new bill pro. principles" reached in the present consideration is September 30, Wisconsin w a S forsakin g the signed between the Cafeteria Ena'
1939. West coast contracts expire "American democratic tradition" in ployes' Union, Local 302, and th
vides for approximately 100 dams tentative agreement.
managed by Gadsden to kill the
of unions."
and reservoir projects many with
September 30 of this year.
order to further his presidential Al'filiated Restaurateurs, Inc. Tb
Norris Muscle Shoals bill, the
Those basic principles are:
Curran points out that at the ambitions,
power possibilities. In two inSwing-Johnson bill, and Senator
contract calls for the closed shoP
Hiring through the union hall.
time negotiations were going on, a
the 8-hour day and a week's vas
stances the bill states specifically
Thos. J. Walsh's resolution to
Overtime for work done after
that ownership of the land and
vociferous group of "disrupters"
investigate utilities," King reCHECK AIDS STRIKERS lion with pay.
5 p.m. and before 8 a.m. outside
(From California Oil Worker)
were able to give the impression to
control of the power will be
ports,
the regular watches while vesthe shipowners that the union was
STOWVILLE, N. Y. (FP).— A
Lewis Gilbert, a minority stockholder of the Bethlehem "The bills were passed, however, vested in the federal government. sel is in port.
In other instances the bill is silent
split.
and the Federal Trade Commissiori
"very generous" check has been
A nine-hour day in a spread
Steel Corporation, put Charlie Schwab on a hot spot at the
Now, however, he continues, the received by striking textile workmade its celebrated utility investi- on the important question of who
of 13 hours in the stewards' deannual meeting held at Wilmington, Delaware, recently. gation, one result of which was
group
of disrupters has been put ers at Atlantic Mills, Inc., from
shall
own
the
land
and
control
the
that
partment; and
Mr. Gilbert fearlessly approached the mighty steel master the discredited National Electric power.
to rout and the membership is giv- Miss Lelia Vanderbilt Stott, daughing increasing evidence that it is ter of a former part owner of the
and suggested that Mr. Schwab, who has amassed an im- Light Association was junked, On the legal maxim that "ex9TH & BROADWAY
a solidly united group.
mills. The union, affiliated • with
Oakland
mense fortune and world-fame as the first big executive to though 50 years of age, and a new press mention of the one is the exCurran implies that the disrupt- the Textile Workers' Organizing
100% UNION—THAT'S ALL
receive a salary of $1,000,000 a year, serve without pay organization, styled the Edison Elec- elusion of the other," King coners had the backing of certain Committee, is demanding a .contric Institute, appeared.
tends, the states will he able to
during the depression. Charlie grew splutteringly indignant helped organize the Edison Gadsden
shipowners. It was, however, ne- tract and abandonment of a pro- asa,sss,...aassss...ss.sssassss,sssssaesssas,.;.
Electric claim that ownership of the land
CARDS - POOL
BEER
WINE
and squelched all the dissenters.
cessary to bring the tentative posed wage cut ranging from 121h
Institute and is a member of its and control of the power on the
CALLING ALL CARS
ON THE STRAND
"agreement" out before the mem- per cent to 20 per cent.
Here is a new idea.and it will doubtless embarrass many board of trustees," King adds,
dam sites not mentioned in the bill
To
bership—in order that the memSt. Helens, Oregon
stuffed shirts in the days to come. Some people who like the Funds earmarked for the REA, la reserved for them because the
5301 San Pablo, Oakland
which aids rural communities in statute mentions two instances ape. ••••••••Kovilloasagwo4imroamoso,anro.m..........wiee bership might register their em"Too many American industrialidea of wage reductions have never before been told that a
To Fill Up With Powerful
getting current, chiefly through
phatic will regarding it.
ists in Latin America Want order,
good place to start the slash would be on all salaries over power co-operatives, were boosted cifically and fails to provide for
Rio
and
Grande Cracked Gas '•
Committee
"The
Negotiating
the other instances.
discipline, and low wages among
$10,000 a year. Voluntary action of that sort would indi- from $60,000,000 to $100,000,000 in
myself," he says, "in bringing the the
In these three ways, King points
working classes at any cost." Lii
agreement out to the membership
cate good faith in the movement. Hundred thousand dollar the House when the relief and re- out, the utilities are holding a gun
Phone TEmplbar 2792
—President E. Santos of Colombia.
Good Meals, Beer on Tap and
for review, brought it out because
5
OPPOSITE CITY JIMA,
•
Bottles.
men feel the pinch of poverty if they are reduced a dime covery bill was pending there. The at the head of the administration,
Senate appropriations committee refusing
we want the membership to see
Drop in for a Stubby
support for a program to
below that figure, if one may judge from their actions.
the question. e calls upon' the
cut the sum to $25,900,000. Neither
that the Shipowners, in their atSt. Helens
Oregon
alleviate distress and suffering unBAIL BONDS
the House nor the Senate made
that membership to "demonstrate that
felt
the
union,
split
tempt
to
any less their selfish Interests are satFurnished Day and Night
on
there
be
no
compromise
will
they had done so.
provisions for administrative funds wise.
Oakland Bondsman for 38-44,11-Ai
Were half the power that fills the world with terror,
basic principles" indicated above.
"But, judging by the action taken
although other government bureaus
518. Fifteenth Street
courts,
Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and
OAKLAND
affected by the recovery program
in many ports, it is evident and
01!
Given to redeem the human mind from error,
are alloted 5% of their appropriawill become even more evident
100% Union Rank and File House
There were no need for arsenals and forts.
tions for administrative purposes.
that the membership of the NMU
YOU LIKE
The REA staff "is now working
Is prepared to go down the line 'WHAT
—Henry W.Longfellow.
EAT
and DRINK
TO
Incorporated
overtime, and strenuously, to get
for the sort of an agreement that
1121 HEWITT AVE.
Rank and File Seamen Welcome
St., Oakland
525
Clay
out the $40,000,000 regular appro.
they want."
Everett, Washington
Member of S.U.P.
Wholesale and Retail
I acknowledge unconditionally the right to work, and I priation but thus far has not been
A draft resolution, he indicates,
1539 LINCOLN
BUTCHEFiS
Anna OVIST john
601 Indian Street
ill stand up for it as long as I art1 in this place—Prince given one cent to administer the
Is being prepared for submission
Dz.:liveries HI 0808--U800
Alameda, Calif
Savannah, Georgia
Choice Wines and Beer
big increase and that leaves the
to the membership dealing with
Bismarck, from a speech to the German Reichstag, 1884.
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NALYSIS OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRIMARY VOTE REVEALS HOW
CITY MACHINES BEAT KENNEDY
e

Address List
Here are the addresses of
brothers in prison through labor
frame-up:
In San Quentin:
Victor Johnson, Box 58032
Reul Stanfield, Box 58034.
Alfonse Buyle, Box 59738
Earl King, Box 59815
Ernest G. Ramsey, Box 59816
Frank G. Conner, Box 59814
Tom Mooney, Box 31921

WASHINGTON (FP).—General satisfaction with the
'eturns from the Pennsylvania primary elections was expressed here by the backers of Lieut.-Gov. Tom Kennedy
'though their candidate failed by less than 100,000 votes
of wresting the Democratic gubernatorial nomination from
he machine-backed candidates. 4.

Green's Record For Perfidy Tory
Fixed In Resignation Data
By Federated Press)
WASHINGTON (FP)—AFL President Wm. Green's
resignation from the union of which he was once secretarytreasurer was accepted by the international executive
board of the United Mine Workers here and an "account
of his perfidy" was "entered upon the records of the United
Mine workers for the information+
of its future generations."
Green's resignation from the
United Mine Workers was tendered
in January, just prior to the convention of his union. The resignation forestalled the "trial" of
Green, ordered for the convention
by the executive board of the union.

HEARST PRESS
GETS BOYCOTT
AT CIO PARLEY

Senator Revives Move
To Force Training Of Seamen
Through Sea Service Bureau

(Continued from page 1)
the House will spend hours setting
lation to deprive labor of its meager up a bogey chasing committee, ingains.
stead of finding a solution to our
It should be the duty of every present economic ailments. If anyunion man to be ever vigilant and thing endangers a government, it is
keep a weather eye on these this sort of dam fool poltical bally"friends" and watch the record so hoo for election purposes.

This same department that has
betrayed the legitimate government
of Spain, China and Mexico will allow these men to be deported to
Denmark at the expense of the taxpayers pocket book in the effort to
serve the fascist governments inThese same tools of organized stead of aiding our 12 million unmonopoly are not content with serv- employed.
ing their masters, American shipHad the Maritime Commission
owners, oil barons, etc., at the ex- and the shipowners had their way
pense of American taxpayers. Now in this last struggle we would have
we find them directly aiding foreign been faced with greater unemplor
shipping. The following House Joint merit and greater shipping scandal
Resolution 698 introduced by Mr. than we had when the U. S. shipping
Wilcox of Florida is a good ex- board in collusion with the private
operators raided the treasury.
ample:

Incomplete unofficial returns
In Folsom Prison, Represa, Cal.
showed that Kennedy trailed Chas.
Jones, the machine candidate,
Warren K. Billings, Box 10699
,by approximately 90,000 votes
Patsy Ciambrelli, Box 19889
,hile the state's Attorney-General
that when they return home and in
J. B. McNamara, Box 20034
Chas. J. Margiotti drew only a
a hypocritical way begin a pretty
miners'
At Trenton, N. J.
The "record" which the
ttle over 150,000 votes altogether.
speech with telling of their friendWASHINGTON (FP). — DoleDonald N. Brown, No. 19019, spread upon their union books
The returns showed that Jones was
ship for labor.
gates
to the second annual convenreads:
Drawer "N"
•ominated by a minority of the
CHEAP GRAFTERS
tion of the United Office and Proemocratic party, the combined
"e
Anthony T. Panchelly, No.
H has betrayed the union to
already
WASHINGTON (FP). — Laborknow who are the
We
fessional Workers of America
ote of Kennedy and Margiotti exwhich he owes honors and prestige.
19020, Drawer "N"
liberal and progressive, true friends
baiting Rep. Clare Hoffman (R.,
(CIO)
here
wound
up
their
fiveeeding the Jones vote by several
"He has given counsel and aid to
Edward Woodward, No. 19021,
Mich.), who recently charged that
day meeting after electing officers, of labor. Then return them to Con.thousand.
those whose admitted object was
Drawer
"N"
the CIO has mysterious links with
hearing speeches from CIO Chair- gress and vote out the reactionaries
-0- to cripple and destroy our union.
At Labor' Non-Partisan League the
National Labor
Relations
man John L. Lewis and National who would with the American flag
"He has fostered and promoted
here it was pointed out that Ken- Board, was slapped down
Resolved by the Senate and
by the
Labor
Relations Board member, in one hand use the other to dea union dual to the United Mine
-edy was the victor in 40 of the board in a statement disproving
Edwin S. Smith, and adopting reso- stroy the democracy they claim to House of representatives of the
PreslAs
America.
of
Workers'
state's 6.2 counties and that it was the Hoffman charges and declaring
defend by . shouting the wage-hour
United States of America in Conlutions.
dent of the AFL, he has chartered
,e Philadelphia vote plus Mar- that "the irresponsibility with
bill is un-American, use every trick gress assembled, that, until such
Establishment
congress
undera
of
of
has
he
union
and
his dual
glotti's vote that beat him.
known to these cheap grafters of time as freight service shall be
which Rep. Hoffman rushed to the
taken to enlist the financial sup- professional workers will be urged Hitler
Hague's ilk in their futile ef- established by vessels of the
Mafgoitti, it was claimed, took country with these serious charges
port of Other labor unions to hal-- at the coining CIO constitutional fort to
almost all his votes from Kennedy against the board is typical of this
nullify the parts of the con- United States between the port of
convention, according to one resorass our members.
stitution they would like to dispose Fort Pierce, Florida, and the ports
inasmuch as his campaign was gentleman who is always complainlution
adopted.
Pros!.
for
Support
"He has appealed to those forces
of, that is that race, color and creed of Portland, Oregon, and Seattle,
conducted along anti-Jones and
ing of the irresponsibility of unwhich he dent Roosevelt's recovery program, are inviolable under the terms of the Washington, the Secretary
.war
labor
organized
of
anti-machine lines. Italian work- ions."
of
WASHINGTON (FP).—The Naendorsement of the American
assumes to speak to oppose the
rs, it was said, voted for Marbill of rights. These same fascist Commerce Is authorized in his
Hoffman introduced a resolution tional Labor Relations Board
Act, boycott of Hearst pubcandidacy of Thomas Kennedy for Youth
admirers of Hitler would pass legis- discretion to issue annually pergiotti instead of Kennedy who is for an investigation
of the board
scored again in the Supreme Court the Governorship of Pennsylvania— lications, a doubled appropriation lation to forbid freedom of speech mits
to foreign-owned vessels to
s-cotch-lrish.
and charged that an edition of the
refused to review a course which could have been for the NLRB, and opposition to and freedom of assemblage. Because transport freight between these
Returns from the industrial corm- People's Press published an ass- as the court
cuts
wage
for
workers
railroad
three circuit court of appeals' de- prompted only by his malice, and
it is "un-American" "Submersive" ports: Such foreign-owned vessels
• es of the state, the analysis con- nouncement of the
board's deupholding the board's or- by disregard to the welfare of the were also voted,
cisions
such RS happened yesterday in Con- holding such permits not to be
tended, showed that the workers in cision in the Bradford Dyeing AsIf a forum was provided for pro- gress, in the passing of House Reso- subject to the
provisions of Sec^e state backed Kennedy solidly. sociation case 11 days prior to the ders in the Remington-Rand, Black members even of those unions for
fessionals of every description lution 282.
Diamond and Carlisle Lumber Co. which he claims to speak.
tion 8 of the Act of June 19, 1886,
Overwhelming majorities were re- decision and that the California
more concerted action on behalf
This sets up a bogey chasing com- as amended by Section 2 of the
THREATENS RUIN
*circled for him in the steel and edition of the United Auto Work- cases.
timeofthe organized labor movement
mittee which will have the power to Act of February 17, 1898 (46 U. S.
factional
Marking
opencouraged
second
in
time
two
"He has
toal mining areas.
era carried the Douglas Aircraft
would be possible, the resolution subpoena individuals, books, papers,
C., Sec. 289).
Co. decision 11 days prior to the weeks that the court has put its position to labor candidates. He has
asking a professional congress de- documents and take such testimony
POWER PROVED
ruin
approval
politicon
the
Another instance, this time varistamp
threatened
to
of
NLRB, recently
official announcement of the dedared.
Although they expected him to
as
necessary
in
the
order
of
labor
they
friends
that
action
ous
may
resulted
confirming
government agencies are aiding
the
in
know
well
ally
cision.
-in, Kennedy's backers in Labor's
In a speech to the convention find some fancied excuse to estab- foreign shipping interest. The
the circuit court decisions which movement, merely because they
In the case of the People's
on-Par tisan League and the United
v aemweies praised the union for ad- lish a fascist government.
"Freeham" Danish vessel arrived in
were in favor of the board.
were supported by unions not sub- L
ins Workers, of which he is sec- Press, the labor board discovered,
s made and declared that "as
Representative O'Connor of Baltimore Tuesday, with her origservient to his will.
RemingfOn-Rand
the
In
case,
a trial examiner's report, which
.
we grow in numerical strength our New York stated yesterday in the inal crew and a motely
.etary-trea.surer,
took his defeat
"He has opposed and denounced
crew of
which the company appealed to the
calmly. John L. Lewis, president of was a public document, was erunion
and our movement will grow House that he saw 50,000 people beach combers picked up along the
relation
act
the Wagner labor
Supreme
Court
and
which
the
. e miners' union, took leave of a roneously published as the board's
court refused to hear, the NLRI3 and the board administering the in political strength because the march in New York with red flags coast of South America, in saloons,
Party watching election returns in decision. The final decision was
exercise of political influence is a of communism, they were all
boarding houses, houses of prostituordered
the reinstatement of 4000 law, notwithstanding the shelter
"0 UMN office cheerily and with- In line with the trial examiner's
natural by-product of the economic races and colors. "We in Congress tion, etc., some paying for their
all
for
labor
afforded
has
it
workers
jobs,
who went out on strike,
out indication of being downcast. report.
strength and influence of great la- here are the only ones who can do were signed on for $15 a month.
15 union leaders with back pay unions, and the protection its ad•
At the league it was felt that the
The United Auto Worker edition
our duty to our established GovBUCK PASSED
and the disestablishment of the ministration has given the AFL, bor organizations.
ection, which drew the attention carrying the Douglas Aircraft deSmith told the delegates of the ernment by investigating this
On arrival in Baltimore the comsolely because it has permitted
•f the whole nation, served as a cision was not published until company union.
collective bar- attacks on the labor board and 4e. monster and stopping this confla- pany aided by the Baltimore police,
organization
and
Thecircuit
court
upheld
the
sotent demonstration of the rising April 22 although the paper, bedared they issued from "prop. gration before it sweeps us out went aboard and after notifying
NLRB's reinstatement orders gaining in the mass production inPoltical power of labor and that cause of postal laws, was dated
for anti-labor eleme4a. of control of our Government." their original crew to get off; forcidustries.
but did not uphold the board in
ennedy's 500,000 votes will stick April 9, the board's investigation
jeopardized enactment of He particularly attacked the FRO (Page 9974 Congression Record, bly took them to jail on the charge
has
"He
the
dissolution
of the company
In the minds
Company's questionnaire to ,Lhe May 26.) "Our Government"? of tresspassing. Bail at $2.50
of the machine Poll- disclosed.
each
union and the order to pay the adequate wage and hour legisla, clans who must carry the state
labor board which he said was Strange, we thought it was a was set. The Departments
"An Interesting commentary
repeated
his
dictatorial
by
tion
inof Imtransportation
of the strikers
In November
on the motives behind the attacks
"impertinent and scurrilous."
"government of the people, by the
migration, Labor, Maritime Commisback to their former places of terferences with its consideration.
, AFL President Wm. Green is- made on the board by Hoffman
Lewis Merin, New York, was people, and for the people."
sion, all passed the buck to the
undertaken to brand
has
"He
employment.
It was believed
sued a statement asserting his gra- is that was far as we are aware
You see already this "liberty State Department.
as communists and as unworthy unanimously re-elected president
that the Supreme Court's order
he never attempts to get at the
Acation at the defeat of the man
They in turn claim they are powof public sympathy those Amerl- of the union, Eugene Turner was league" Economic Royalist group is
will require payments to the 4,re-elected secretary-treasurer, and already talking in terms of a fascist erless, in other words this
holds the job in the miners' facts behind the mess of macan workers who seek to enjoy
depart000 ordered reinstated for wages
Union that he once occupied. "The terlal about the board which
ment that is run by British tories
the privileges of collective bar- nine vice-presidents and six gen- government. .
lost since the board's decision in
,ste must be interpreted
executive board members
BOGEY CHASERS
doesn't dare offend powerful foreign
gaining through industrial unionas an ex- somehow or other always seems
March, 1937.
from eight sections of the country
pression of resentment by the citi- to find its way to him," Nathan
When we have 12 million unem- interests such as shipping and oil
ization.
Other cases in which the Su. ;ns of Pennsylvania
Witt, secretary of the board,
ployed, some actually facing hunger, companies they are serving.
"He has been indefensibly silent were named.
against the
preme Court upheld lower court
commented
attempt of the CIO. dictator, John
tartly.
with respect to anti-labor vigilante
decisions were the Black Diamond
,. Lewis, to seize
Attend Your Union Meeting.
activities, the brutal Chicago maspolitical control
Steamship Co., involving the disof the state,"
sacre and the dictattorial and fascist
Green said.
charge of 35 employes, and the
behavior of Mayor Frank Hague,
"It has now become abundantly
Carlisle Lumber Co. case, involvClear that no candidate
and
by his silence he has given
who hears
ing the discharge. of 147 employes.
he CIO brand can be
elected to
The Carlisle Lumber Co., as a re- comfort to the enemies of all origh public office in
will ganized labor.
PAUL (FP).—Thousands of
this country.
sult of the court's decision,
The primaries
EMPLOYERS PUPPET
NEW YORK (FP).—Although merit in quality was noted. China's
were extremely friends and admirers of the late have to pay over $153,000
to the
"In his hatred of industrial organignificant in this respect—they Gov. Floyd B. Olson watched the 1/47 workers
competition of North Chint raw record output of 3,870,000 bales in
in back pay.
unveiling of a memorial tablet at
ization, he has become ,the recogproved the CIO is a political
NEW YORK (FP)—Carl Haesliacotton does not threaten American 1936 equaled 30 per cent of the
Great importance was attached
the municipal auditorium here.
sility, not a political power,"
nized puppet of associations of sler, managing editor of
U. S. crop and 70 per cent of the
he
Federatto the refusal of the court to
interests at present, China's inThe bronze tablet, which will be
re- manufacturers and the essential ally ad Press, has announced
added.
Indian.
the aPview the Remington-Rand case
placed in a wall of the state capifor of sweatshop employers and labor pointmerit of Alexander
creased active production and Pros, Green said that the results
Contrary to current opinion,
L. Crosby
It involved the question of
"contol, is inscribed: "Floyd Bjorndisplac- baiting corporations.
as Eastern Bureau news editor. pects for expert present a differ- Lockwood observes that "the curfirmed and established"
the wisdom
ing strike-breakers.
.
Previously
sterile Olson, 22nd governor of the
"He has ordered his followers
Harold Coy, who held the job for ent picture for the future, writes rent slump in American sales to
the AFL's "non-partisian
politistate of Minnesota, born in near the court hinted that strike-break- to refuse local co-operation with
cal policy
two
and a half years, has resigned William W. Lockwood, Jr., in The Japan is a matter of the war and
of supporting labor's
ers and scabs were entitled to
their industrial
poverty, schooled in adversity, inunionists, mustered
to an executive position with the Far Eastern Survey, published by its effect upon the Japanese econ'lends and opposing
its enemies?'
johs,
timate with hunger and want, out.
the American Council, Institute of omy, and not of competition
them out of Labor's Non-Parti- Federal Writers Project,
from
WPA
DEFEAT PINC HOT
of this crucible came pioneer leadPacific Relations.
san League, banned their associa- agency, in Washington.
other sources of cottonl supply."
GOOSE CREEK, Tex. (FP), ___. tion with the American Labor
Surprise was expressed here at ership with purposeful direction
Crosby worked for five years on
Whereas China and Japan in Upon restoration of peace, the
the ease with
which the Republican and the indomitable courage to Supt. Harmon Lowman of the Party, and sacrificed the corn- the Staten Island (N. Y.) Ad- 1934-35 absorbed a third of the to- writer is confident that China's
1 and coal
barons nominated their seek new frontiers of economic se- Goose Creek independent school mon interests of all organized
vance, and later was editor of The tal cotton exports from the U. S., cotton output will gain both in
gubernati"al
candidate, Judge curity for the under-privileged; to district 'failed to gag six teachers labor to gratify his petty spite
Paterson (N. J.) Press, a cooper- he adds, China today has reached quantity and quality, regardless of
rthur James, and
snowed under that which he wrought, an endur- of the Horace Mann high school against the CIO.
atively owned weekly newspaper. a state of virtual self-sufficiency who is ruling the territory.
..rrrner Governor
"He has declared war upon all FOr the past two years
Gifl'ord Pinchot, a ing memorial is builded in the when the board of trustees refused
The major problem in the world
he has both in raw materials and finished
.hberal Republican, James
to dismiss them. Brown Magness, workers who seek to organize ex- been
was hearts of his people."
assistant state director of products, and is now the world's cotton
market, Lockwood con,- elted by
board member, upheld the teach- cept upon the inept pattern of craft the Federal
the Pew -Grundy crowd
Writers Project in third largest producer of cotton. cludes, is not so much foreign comof old
ers' right to organize and take Part distribution. He has intrigued with New Jersey
guard Republicans.
and labor editor of China's cotton crop increased over petition as war and stagnation in
• Other results
in public affairs with the state. employers and connived with strike Consumers
of the primaries
Union
Reports. He is 40 per cent from 1932 to 1936 consumption demands. The potenwere the
merit that "the public schools are breakers to prevent such organiza- 32 years old, a member
nomination of present
of the largely as a result of acreage ex- tial demand is great and awaits
overnor George H. Earle
as a whole workers' schools."
lion, and now, in a climax of foolish American Newspaper Guild
as the
since pansion, while a steady improve- only buying power.
-i-,emocratic candidate for the
ORLEANS (FP). — Defrenzy, he is preaching a boycott 1934, and a vice-president
U. S.
of
the
enate and
manding higher wages, improved
of the services and products of Newark (N. J.) Newspaper
Attend Your Union Meeting.
James Davis,
• nt,
Guild.
as the
working
conditions and union recthese organized workers.
Republican senatorial
ognition, 115 members of Mill
candidate. Earle defeated
"Himself the son of this great
Mayor S.
Workers Local (AFL) struck at
WilS'on of Philadelphia by
industrial union of mineworkers,
a
large
margin while Davis squeaked the Natl. Sash & Door Co. TeamWilliam Green has repudiated the 1Clean
INTERNATIONAL FALLS,
Roors - Reasonable Rates
ABERDEEN, S. Dak. ( F P ).—
the opposition
principles upon which it has been
of G. Mason sters joined the strike. The union
Minn.
(FP),—The Federated First steps toward the eventual
Owlett.
demands 55c an hour for mechanics
established and conducted, and with
Trades & Labor Assembly called establishment of a co-operative
instead of the present 35e to 50c 0°
SEAMEN WELCOME
the shameless zeal of a betrayer,
for
the re-election of the entire wholesale house in the Dakotas to
for apprentices who now make
he has branded himself the chief
2nd and W. Burnside
POPULAR BOOK
Farmer-Labor
slate in the coming serve co-operative stores were tak25c. The men also seek an 8-hour
1 antagonist to an effective labor
Next to Sailors' Hall
NEW YORK
with a statement en at a conference here. Represtate
elections
(FP)111 the first day and time-and-a-half for overL4 movement in America."
—
seven days after
that "Minnesota labor is extremely sentatives of 12 stores were prespublication, 12,400 time.
0
4
'Pies of Writers
fortunate in having a party de- ent, 5 from North Dakota.
Take Sides have
been sold.
4
Presidents of the North and
This is the book pubvoted to a fuller, more decent life."
KENOQHA, 'Wis. (FP).—Mini0
shed by the
South
Dakota Farmers' Union were
4 Attorneys
was
Specific
praise
League of American mum wages of union hotel and 0
given
Gov.
BOTTLED—DRAUGHT
eys - Sailors' Union of
rriters in
named on a committee to conduct
which 418 leading Amer- restaurant workers in
Pacific, Portland
the
411
4
Elmer
and
Benson
Rep.
A.
John
T.
the
Hotel
an Authors
express their views Dayton, Kenosha, were raised unBernard. Indorsed for the state a survey of stores in the two
4
Sandwiches?-0f Course!
.11 the Spanish
war.
der an arbitration decision. The
legislature are incumbent State states to determine volume and
----workers are members of the AFL
Sen. Gustav Erickson, an inde- to form a managers' association.
117 BURNSIDE ST.
Don't Patronize
CORBETT
BLDG
1003
.
organization.
Hearst.
pendent merchant, and Joseph KeStore,
4
International
Book
0
(Next to Union Hall)
5th
and Morrison
former left-wing author now
lm',
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Bud
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Close ot the Front

If they are sincere and would
really want the finest merchant
marine afloat manned by the traditionally most efficient seamen in the
world, they now can prove it by
meeting with us between now and
January 1939, to work out a fair
and honest program such as we
have proposed in the following new
section 216, which we were able to
substitute for Copeland'a, navy,
coast guard training.

NEW SECTION 216
On or before Janaury 31, 1939,
the commission shall, after consultation with industry and labor,
report to Congress a comprehensive plan for the training of citizens of the United States to serve
as licensed and unlicensed personnel on vessels documented
under the laws of the United
States.
In discussing the unemployment
problem of seamen, especially during the fall and winter with Mr.
Ralph Hetzel, unemployment director CIO, it occured to me that we
could take this training right out
from under the shipowners and the
Maritime Commission. Here is my
proposal which I submit to the membership for their approval or disapproval.
That we apply to the WPA workers educational division for a proj-

ect.
Employment of MM&P to teach
sailors.
Employment of MEBA

to teach
firemen.
Ch. Stewards, Chefs, Pantry
men, to teach steward's department.
Schools in New York and San
Francisco to be established for
this purpose. The men would be
paid sufficient money to keep going. We accomplish many beneficial things as well as control of
training. We feel sure that the
Maritime Commission would aprove of this project and we see no
objection to joint supervision that
is representative of the Maritime
Commission
and
the
unions
equally divided. Let us have the
reaction of the membership of all
unions at once so that we may
get started on some constructive
proposals.
If we don't do something now we
will find ourselves faced with the
same problem next fall when Congress reconvenes.

ABERDEEN,WASH.
CASEY'S CAFE &
CLUB ROOM
215 East Heron St.
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breakers by the thousands.
HAVE CHANCE

Farmer-Labor Slate Cooperative Group
Gets United Support Plan For Expansion
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ALASKA
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I
Snappy Entertainment
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125
!BEER
WINE • FINE FOOD. lo Everything for the Seafaring
Man
Absolutely 100% Union
10'

If the training provision goes
through we will all be forced out
of the industry, our unions
smashed. If we have another
strike, this strike breaking agency
of the Government will have their
fink producing machine well oiled,
prepared to pour farm boys, thugs,
etc., Into it, grinding out strike-
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The Alaska fleet has finally left,
with it about 75 members from
. headquarters. Last minute discussions by Vandeleur's AFL Corne.pany union cannery workers regarding picketing the CIO cannery
men heading north fell flat. Fiftynine and sixty day cards took the
Jobs, except on the Diesel jobs
which almost any card could take.
This gave a temporary stimulus to
• shipping.
Propositions have been made to
• the Dollar Line by the Maritime
Commission which would make it
possible to operate the entire fleet
• Instead of at about 50 per cent capacity as at present. The Dollar
— Line said, no soap. The AmericanHawaiian still has a whole flock
of ships tied up. Grace Line plans
to lay up the Chipana and Caracao
noon their arrival, due to lack of

:trade.
VACATIONS WITH PAY
The American - Hawaiian and
: Stetson companies have published
their vacation propositions foz the
unlicensed personnel. The plan
n has certain merit to it. The
e:A me r Ica n•Hawaiian employees,
1200 seamen, the Matson line, 2400
seamen. This involves nearly a
thousand of our members.
STEAM SCHOONERS
According to the Chairman of
.the Lumber Carriers' Association,
Robert C. Parker, only "55 steamschooners are operating," coastal
shipments are 60 per cent of what
they should be for this time of the
year. "Thirty-four steamschooners
are still tied up with no prospect
Sr;
With -of returning to service." "
running, splitting the defference
between the 3-man and 6-man jobs,
there are about 275 members emplayed in this field.
WHITHER THE SUP?
The regular meeting took up the
matter of shipping replacements
In the East for West Coast ships,
Because Bill Green and Vandeleur
are giving Lundeberg a "national
eharter" which will cover the professional scabs with Ryan's red,
white and blue clearances, it was
decided to hold any referendum in
abeyance for a couple of weeks to
see whether the SUP members
.would go for Ryan, Scharrenberg
and the other AFL anti-Hiring Hall
people. Marine Firemen dislike
the prospect of voting on shipping
through the Copeland supported
312A 4apeldaine outfits.
• Ryan .
•
INTELLIGENCE INSULTED
Attempts were made in the last
Meeting to change the democratic
method of voting, to take away
the rights of the members at sea.
A resolution was submitted by a
brother famous for resolutions to
the effect that each man would
get a ballot on meeting night in
all ports and these would be mailed in. This would constitute a
referendum. This was meant to
be used as the method for all referendums. The men at sea would
thus have no voice. The resolution also had the proposition
worked out asking the members
whether they wanted to ship out of
"joint West Coast halls" in the
• East or the NMU halls. The "joint
West Coast halls'' would mean
• Ryan's AFL together with Lundeberg. The proposition is an insult
to the intelligence of the members.
The entire matter was declared
out of order.
ROOT TE TOOT THE
"AMALGAMATED FIREMEN"
•
Local papers are full of statements by Secretary Malone that
he -will meet with Lundeberg and
"amalgamate" the Sailors and the
e
Firemen. This despite the fact
that even in the recently conduct_
ed illegal branch referendum the
counters claimed there were only
40 votes for the AFL out of 1200.
Any amalgamation with the SUP
means amalgamation with the
AFL. and the Ryan "seamen."
The Hearst papers continue to
get first information on what is
planned In the Firemen's Union.
despite motions that no releases
• be given Hearst.
Miss Pell of the Medical Bureau
to Aid Spanish Democracy gave an
Interesting talk on why the em•

•

bargo against the Spanish government should be lifted and distributed several hundred cards to
be sent to President Roosevelt.
POLITICAL ACTION

Some members feel this is "politics" and we shouldn't have anything to do with "politics." Pole
tics are policies, no more, no less.
There are two kinds: workers' polltics and boss' politics. Last week
a law was passed in New Jersey
making sit-down strikes a "high
misdemeanor" subject to 15 years
in prison. In the last two weeks
in Pedro, scores of anti-labor injunctions have been handed down
against the workers by anti-labor
judges. No matter how strong a
union is on the economic front,
if the municipal, state and/or Federal legislature is controlled by a
few anti-labor elements, they can
destroy the gains of years in a
few weeks.
In Pennsylvania where the workers are in "politics" and have elected their own mayors, etc., in many
towns, there they hold unemployed
meetings in the court houses, etc.
In Mexico where progressives are
in office, it Is a Federal crime to
scab. The members should break
with the backward syndicalist "no
political action" theories, register,
vote in the coming elections, move
out economic royalists, elect working men.
HERR GOEBELS A PIKER
The people who shout about freedom of the press, rank and file,
etc., have succeeded in stopping
the Voice bundle orders in all the
branches. This is meant to insure
an absolute monopoly on interpreting the news of the union. One
can only obtain the LundebergRyan-Trotskyite mouthpiece, the
West Coast Firemen. Their arguments can't stand the test of cornparison, of criticism. If you won't
sit idly by while they try to plunge
us into the AFL and wreck the
Federation, you're a "commissar
stooge." A person doesn't need
to wear a brown uniform with a
swastika as an arm band, with
hi arm outstretched to be a storm.
trooper.
Why are they opposed to the
LaFollette Senate Civil Liberties
Committee coming out here to
check on Pinkertons in the Unions?
THAT'S WHERE MY MONEY
GOES
A very interesting financial report was made by Secretary Malone for which he was thanked.
He stated that the Union was $22,000 in the hole when the present
administration took office, that
now the Union owes "only" $10,.
000. He proceeded to give an itemized account to verify these state.
ments. And concluded by stating
that "the finances of the union are
being more honestly and economically conducted than at any time
in its history." His final touch
was that this was done "despite
a discredited political minority."
Aside from the Hearstian claims
of "discredited political minorities,
etc." let's see how much truth
there is to some of the financial
and other statements made which
is undoubtedly a reply to the statements regarding extravagance. The
following analysis is based in the
main on official union financial
statements.
STUDY THESE FIGURES
CAREFULLY
First, the Financial Statement
Presented by Secretary Fitzgerald
up to January '1, 1938, showed the
Union owed $15,502, of which over
90 per cent was dues to the Ferguson-Malone regime. (For itemized
account, check yoice, December
30, 1937). Since the first of the
year a bill for our soup kitchen
debt to the District Council,
amounting to $6,834 was almost
entirely cancelled with the stipulation that we • pay our share of
the Pictorial, $752. $6,081 scratched.
Secondly, 2500 members have
Paid their $1.50 assessment which
means $3,700 taken in.
Thirdly, 3,000 new books have
been issued, 86 cents profit on each
book, 37 cents profit on each fold•

THIRD STREET, S. F.
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er, for 800 folders. $2,580 profit
on the books, subtract $84 per
week for 10 weeks for committee
expenses and you still have $1,740
clear profit, $296 profit on the
covers makes a grand profit of
over $2,000 at the most conservative estimate.
So with the Soup Kitchen debt,
$1.50 assessment and profit on
books and c ov era, the total
amounts to $11,781. Subtract from
Former Secretary Fitzgerald's
statement of $15,502 in the hole
January 1, 1938, $11,781 and we
should be in the hole only $3,720.
If the $11,781 is subtracted from
Secretary Malone's figures it leaves
$10,219 in the hole after considering the extra income from books,
asseesments and the cancellation
of the Council debt.
There hasn't been a single cent
saved.
BRANCH BALANCES

Well, I see a nice little writeup have knocked into line. To brine,
in
the ILWOO SHRIEK this week. the full power of a wonderfull
at the last meeting to call on DisSan Pedro, Calif.,
Seems to me the leadership of a adept mud slinging propaganda
May 25, 1938. trict Attorney Buron Fitts on the
SEATTLE, May 29.—Some of the
Maritime machine to bear, and make thos,
The proposed assessment to or- Gregg Case have made the ap- "I know it all' guys from the out- component union in the
Federation
barren
is
of
any con- who will not follow the party line
ganize the East Coast and the pointment for next Tuesday at 10 side who have been 'making derogacepts of decency when they fill so disgusted that they will quit
Gulf carried by a small margin and a.m. and will do everything in their tory remarks about our dispatchtheir sheet with such a barrage of or so craven that they will yield
, power to try and get the case re- ing after one skimpy look through
probably because some of the mem.
downright lies,
and lie down and do as they ar '
hers misunderstood where the opened. Flowers will be taken to the front door should have been
The whole trouble seems to be, told.
money was coming from. If the the cemetery Memorial Day and around the past week.
things are getting so downright
The waterfront is full of men '
assessment carries it will come out also to Brothers Knudsen and
A couple of incidents which jar- lousy so far as the working condiboth types.
of the assessment fund and will Parker, who lost their lives for the red
their way into the picture tions for the longshoremen are
The same brand of lice belittle
not increase your dues whatso- Union in the 1934 strike.
during the last four or five days concerned, that their leaders have
any successful advances made b
ever.
NMU REPRESENTATIVE
serve to illustrate admirably the to lay down a smoke screen for
the present progressive leadershi,
Bridges and Mahaffey were unHERE
conditions under which we are their own short-comings by spece of
the MFOW. At last week'
opposed for President and ViceBrother Rogers of the NMU came trying to dispose of our men, now ous arguments, such as these.
meeting the membership received,.
President and Roy Donnelly de- down
from Frisco Monday and will Impatient in varying degrees to
"What, you fellas beefing be- the report on the four month'
feated Matt Meehan in this Local stay
in this port until another rep- get up to the canneries. If any- cause you are only making twenty
progress of the Union under the
1329 to 649. Joe Simons pulled
resentative ,of the NMU is sent body thought the packers would bucks a week? Hell, don't you
present leaders.,
the largest vote for Organizer with out
from the East Coast. There is get nice once we won the NLRB know Lundeberg is autocratic?"
They stepped in four months ago,
1767 votes; Hugh Adams 936; Bert
plenty of work to be done here election, that person is now get"What, you guys think -we're to be handed $64 in cash and $22
Nelson 898; Robertson 873. Rams- by the
NMU on the Calmar ships ting plenty of chances to cast not so hot as leaders? Hell, Ma000 WORTH OF DEFTS!
den won the District Executive and
other east coast boats that aside his illusions,
lone over at the firemen is a reToday the picture is radically •
Board nomination with 1182 votes. still
have J. P. Ryan men aboard
Just a few days ago, we received actionary."
changed!
The treasury at Hea,
Reedy, Pugh and Lawrence are them and with
a representative a call from Hizzoner, Arthur LangTRUTH, SIMPLE TRUTH!
quarters has $1300 in cash, and the
delegates to Labor's Non-Partisan here
in each port on the coast,lie
he truth of these things is al- bills have been reduced, by cas
Furthermore, the finances are
the newly inducted,T
Mayor of
League Convention.
things should be a lot better for Seattle. The Mayor had been hear- ways so simple that these political
not "more honestly' and economii
$:1a
17
0 000.
ents or by negotiations, to
CIO RELIEF PROGRAM
the east coast men.
shysters, hollering and screaming
cally conducted." Branches' exabout
things
frig
our
dispatching.
The Los Angeles Industrial Counpenses are exceeding their income
LIFTBOAJWS
According to his misinformer, we about plots, are always so confused
MORE PROGRESS!
cil has been working for the past
consistently. $1500 per year for
As yet the liftboard question has were doing all kinds of bad things that they cannot comprehend it.
We had no strike fund! W'
month on a broad relief program.
You saw a screaming headline,
never been settled and unless the —like threatening and coercing
the slander sheet, the West Coast
have
e toInaugurated
The relief program as adopted by
atoede
n. a referendum
Firemen. $160 per month for
employers change their attitude it AFL cannery workers and exacting a big article, and what did it
the CIO Council will set up a reBarney's Eastern representative in
probably won't be settled in the sky-hIgh permit fees. So the may- amount to. Just this! The teleHowever, I am afraid this sam,
lief committee in each WPA DisNew York. Honolulu and Portnear future. Your Labor Relations or wanted our officers to come up gram mentioned in the article,
element that so viciously attack,
trict in Southern California. Each
land are running in the red. The
Committee has made all kinds of t
hoavh
e.is office and promise to be- "Sailors' Agent, myself meeting honest progress will be victoriou.
Union will elect delegates to this
with Carson. Suggest you contact
proposals to settle the controversy
San Pedro balance on hand for
to their efforts to sabotage this
committee and through these comStanley Kennedy through GallagMay 26, based on the Coast Finanbut each one has been rejected.
In fact, the Mayor got so hot
vote. They do not want to se
mittees, which will have the entire
her,
Kennedy, President Inter-Iscial Statement was exactly $24.86.
The only proposal the Employers and bothered about the way we
the MFOW have a strike fund.
support of tbe ,CIO, should be able
The Seattle balance was $926. The
have made so far is arbitration. were handling things in our hlr- land, now in San Francisco," sent
to bring a lot of mass pressure to
It is typical of the continu,
balance on hand in Headquarters
In the last meeting the employers Ing hall that he threatened to by R. J. McCarthy, Agent in Hoaccomplish something on the reharassing and sniping that have
before the week's bills of over
notified us that they were calling send down a corps of uniformed nolulu, to me, had nothing whatsolief program.
hampered the Firemen in their a
$800 were paid, was $1261.
for another arbitrator. Captain bulls to show us how to dis- ever to do with the petty job acEach union will be asked to pay
vancement to better thinks.
tion
beef
on
the
MANA,
which the
Fitzgerald, government mediator, patch crews and supervise the
SAPIRO PIECED OFF
one-half of one cent per member
The MFOW officers canie
article
dignifies by the word
In the financial statement show- each month for the upkeep of this will be down today to see if he whole works. He actually did
with
a program to clean up the
"STRIKE."
ing which bills were paid and committee. Your delegates to the can do anything to settle the lift- send down three cops one day,
The telegram was sent to me in back bills by economy in adminic
board
question.
so we stopped all dispatching unwhich weren't, a few interesting Council feel that more good will
connection with the Inter-Island tration and by increasing the reve'
BUSINESS AGENTS
til they cleared out.
things can be seen.
come out of this program than by
ships. These ships are deep water flue; by increasing the jobs and
Business agents have an office
We sent up a committee to see
$890 was owed to the Alaska electing one man to do the whole
ships, carrying firemen, oilers and bettering the working condition,
in our new headquarters and some- Hizzoner, and the committee found
Fishermen's Union for rent and a job.
of thesz
ethnecscete.
hey have had conwatertenders with deep water cer- thall oes
one will be in all day long to take the representatives of the packers
loan. Today we owe them $930.
LONGSHORE-WAREHOUSE
tificates, and should have been or- siderable
care of any beefs that may come already there.
The Mayor,
Aaron Sapiro was owed $1100.
•
WORK
ganized ber previous administrahave had much more
He is now owed $448. It seems
There has been quite a lot of up. The business agents are try- eourse, assumed a diplomatic attiof tions of the Firemen's Union.
if the sewer department had c,
Sapiro carries more weight with misunderstanding amongst the ing to patrol the waterfront as tude and wanted it clearly underI had previously- taken the mat- operated,
our officials than the Alaska Fish- dockmen as to whom work be- thoroughly as possible and there stood that he was not taking sides
For instance, the Inter-Islan
ter up with McCarthy and the teleermen's Union. White the District longs to them or the warehouse- will be one available at all times in the matter. The packers had gram
Previous administration,
was in answer, advising me ships.
Council cancelled our kitchen' bill men. If longshoremen start a car In the office. The phone number is told him that we were messing that
Stanley Kennedy, President of had never moved to organize thes,
of over $6000, not a cent was paid and have to sort the freight on the 2948 and when in doubt about any- things up and putting them in a the
Inter-Island Company, was in ships. There are thirty-five fie,tough spot. So our committee ex- San
them on the $752, while the AFL dock before loading it, it is still thing call in and make sure.
Francisco. Where he was no- men, oilers and watertenders on
plained the set-up, along with the
shyster, Sapiro, is taken care of.
BOWLING TEAM
longshore work even though the
body knew, but in all probability these ships. These jobs should b
In concluding this financial an- ship sails. If you start a car
The ILWU bowling team played rules which governed our dispatchhe could be located Through Mat- shipped through our Honolulu BO,
alysis, it's necessary to point out while the ship is in be sure Viet in the Tournament just concluded ing. And by the time the little
should be under Firemen's a
son.
that the difference between $15,- yob. finish it and get longshore in San Jose, and although the conference was over the Mayor
In due course we saw Kennedy ments, and the revenue from the
000 and $22,000 is mainly account- •erages. Let's not let any of our team did not capture any of the was of the opinion that he should
with regard to putting the MFOW monthly dues should be coming
ed for by graduated penalties for 7ero,rik slip away as it is hard to major prizes they were up high in not stick his nose any further into
to pay off our back bills.
on the NLRB ballot.
non-payment of various State and gete back once we give it away.
the final standings. 'The trip cost the matter.
This was reported in due course
MAN OTHER INSTANCES!.
The packers
Federal taxes on employees.
or perhaps we
the team around $150, which was
CONSTITUTION
to the MFOW regular business
Many
other instances can. be
The intent of the analysis is to
Copies of the new proposed con- subscribed to by different mem- would be going much more directly meeting
in Headquarters, and in quoted where the phoney elemen
to
the
point,
if
we pointed straight
show that rather than saving stitution were passed out at the bers of the Union. We should do
Honolulu.
o
hlagsanbilzoactkio
en.T
d realake
protgr
heess in ou
money as the Secretary's financial meeting last week and will be pass- more to promote sports activities at A. I. Ellsworth, the Labor SecCALMAR
report would lead one to believe, ed out at the next regular meet- in our Local as a lot of good pub- retary of the Canned Salmon !n
The deliberate, lying, distortion and ISTHMIAN line ships.
we are not even holding our own. ing also. Members are urged to licity can be gained besides the dustry—are the ones who have
The Calmar line has eleven
Look over the phone, wire and keep their copies until they are entertainment for the membership. been going out of their way to in this, and in so many other inthrow monkey wrenches into the stances, gives me a feeling of ships, each with nine men in th
salary bills and see the increased taken up in the meeting and read
MEETINGS
acute nausea. There seems to be engine room. That means ninetyexpenditures.
The membership them over in the meantime and be
Thursday night, June 2nd, 7:30 machinery set up by us to take
no scruples of honesty, of fair nine more jobs to come out of ou
care of dispatching.
should demand of the present un- prepared to adopt or amend it in p.m., Wilmington Road.
dealing,
of square play, in them. hall. We proposed taking them
ion administration that they live any way you see fit.
Each time we line up a crew of
E. L. BOWEN,
How they attain leadership baffles, over; moving right in. The move
for
men
such-and-such
up to their campaign promises of
a
cannery,
Pres.
GREGG CASE
me. I only know they are creating WAS blocked. What's the resul
"economy in office."
Local No. 1-13. the company representative is
The committee that wal elected
sure to throw up his hands and a vigilante spirit that will even- We haven't' got the jobs, we
It would be well to remember
tually overwhelm the waterfront haven't got the revenue we coul
tie things up by demanding that
that during Ferguson's wild finanwell use, and Mr. Joseph P. Ryan,
we put in the' company's "key unions.
cial plunges last summer the presships.whom .Walter Stack and Compan
MORE
LIES!
men."
ent officials who were officials at
The whole issue is replete with profess so ,much to hate, has the
that time (and even at times acting
It's always, "Where's our key
lies
l
and misinformation. Maybe
men; we've got to have our key
secretary and assistant secretary)
Same thing with the Isthmian
men." It seems to make no dlf- the rank and file longshoremen
never uttered a word of warning
Line.
The gambling boats off Sa
swallow
that
stuff. The next lie
ference with the company, even
to the membership.
Pedro are a similar instance.
NEW YORK (FP).—When Con- duced its ledgers to prove that the when we discover that some of is the statement "THE
ECONOMY PROGRAM
HEARST
billed Victor meter had been read, she called these "key men" have
The following economy measures solidated Edison Co.
never PRESS carried a yarn about the Twelve miles off shore, the IRV
claim the firemen. Stack and hi,'
$59.69 worth of gas for the meter reader and found been employed
House
for
are proposed to the membership:
in the industry. MFOW anschluss (dry wedding)
cohorts
without troubling to read the meter that lis notebook had no such recactually have the gall, as
to
with
the
SUP before the memberSo methods are being used
Cut all travel pay to 2% cents
members of the Firemen's Unio
and then threatened to discontinue ord.
ship
of
the
MFOW
exert
had
pressure
on
us,
both from
per mile instead of 5 cents.
even learnftroom
Despite the fact that rates for
service for non-payment, House rethese
u. men should come
within the actual process of dis- ed how their own referendum turnCut out all vacations with pay.
cheaper
much
are
the
suit
house-heating
torted with a $2,500 damage
ed
out."
patching
and from outside. While
Union to pay for no cars, nor
The Shepard Line beef is a aim'
on the ground that the company's than those for cooking, the com- things are being made difficult for
'
This is a lie.' The results were
their upkeep.
liar instance. We have forty-fiv'
highest
the
at
House
humiliated him pany billed
had
policy
dunning
announced
at
the
meeting
right
down in the hall, the packus
A standard $2.50 weekly expense
about
jobs involved on these ships, an
rate only. Three bills that should
his credit,
9 o'clock Thursday night, and
allowed to all patrolmen and and injured
the
we have an agreement. We nee,
thus
House, a former assistant U. S. have totaled $333.06 were
results
were
released
to
cooking up plots like trying to
the newsagents.
the
jobs, we need the revenue. Th
asking for $17,500 ad- jacked up to $721.54. Admitting scare us
attorney,
is
papers
at 11 o'clock that night.
with the help of the
$5.00 per day instead' of $7.50
because a gas that the smaller figure was cor- Mayor
destructictists have moved heaven
damages
ditional
Another
lie
states,
for out of town delegates.
of the city.
"McGovern
company had re- rect, the company argued that it
athtogive the jobs and th
. . and other Judases have
Stop all donations to the West heater that the
been
ANOTHER
VISITOR
revenue
d
away.
finally ex- was necessary for a customer to
times
scores
of
•
paired
exposed
and
driven
from the proCoast Firemen in the Branches.
The Mayor was not the only potemporarily enter into a formal contract in orTHE REASON!
gressive, labor movement."
Stop subsidizing Barney's New ploded in his face,
tentate to interest himself in our
The reason is obvious! These
der to enjoy the lower rates prehim.
blinding
John
T.
McGovern
is still a memYork Agent friend who receives
business. A couple of days after
people z
do
do not want the MFOW ther in good standing of the
Curious practices of the giant scribed by its schedules.
$160 a month.
MFOW.
conference
the
with
the
Mayor,
At the office of Consolidated
greater
revenue
is
whose
utility,
PROGRESS!
Eliminate the dispatcher in Howho should come to advise us but
The tragedy of the thing is they
than that of any other operating Edison it was said that no comWhat is the strategy behind
nolulu, Portland and San Pedro.
all scream,
the
Honorable
CommisResident
so long and so high tha
uncover- ment on House's charge of meterwere
S.,
U.
the
in
utility
this
calumny!
The strategy is the
No local committee to receive
sioner for the Philippine governiaswh
re dintep,ed
lawyer, Miss Emily reading by guesswork would be
thahty mth
ae
n m.
y rank and
same used with all the others
pay, merely $3 a day as expenses, ed by House's
they filers
ment, Quentin Paredes—all the
company pro- made before trial.
the
When
Marx.
and this only when absolutely neway from Washington, D. C. The
cessary.
Commissioner, who has never be- but when cracks like Mr. Hughes'
Boycott Japanese Goods.
All answers of wires to ships'
fore taken any interest in the galling remark,are made and printed
so
crews to be sent collect.
flippantly—well the CIO has
problems of the Filipino workers
Eliminate use of telegrams as
in this country, paid us a visit on no recourse but to go to the
much as possible. Use air mail.
the pretense that he was on his courts and teach irresponsible
AFL leaders like Mr. Hughes that
Cut out long distance phone
way back to the Islands.
calls.
Addressing a hurriedly called it costs plenty to toss the bull
HOME COOKED FOODS
NEW YORK (FP).—A new con- tional committee will direct party meeting,
Mimeogrgph as much formerly
the Commissioner said around once too often.
BEER
affairs.
submitted
th
e
to
s
stitution
a
w
PITBLICITY COMMITTEE,
printed matter as possible.
a great many things (phraseology
Embarcadero
Powell
and
provides
for
expulsion
The
code
the
convention
of
Cannery Workers and
Stop all payments of per capita 10th an'nual
very florid) which amounted to
g
Slitter
9438
Farm
San Francisco
Communist Party in the U. S., held and exposure of any party mem, Laborers' Union,
to the AFL in the branches.
nothing but telling us that mililB
No. 7.
be
strike-breakers,
to
found
bers
last
Garden
Square
Yours for bona-fide economy in in Madison
UCAPAWA, CIO, 84 Union St.
tancy is no virtue for the workers.
&anon.
habitual drunkards or "advocates
week.
office.
We have good reason to suspect
Seattle.
of terrorism and violence as a meFraternally,
that Commissioner Paredes was
The document states that the
thod of party procedure."
WALTER J. STACK,
sent out this way by some of the
party upholds "the democratic
PLAN NEW HEARINGS
For Pub. Committee. achievements of the American
big-wig contractors and the pack132 Embarcadero, S. F.,
l‘fEWBERRY, S. C. (FP).—Obers' lobbyists in Washington.
people" a n d "opposes w I th all
WASHINGTON (FP).—Hearings
jecting to the introduction of new
The Maritime Men's Favorite
P.-I. PUBLISHES LIES
its power and clefue, group, circle,
will be resumed by the Senate
machinery designed to curtail emTo come down to the local AFL civil liberties committee
faction or party which conspires
approxiployment, 500 workers at the Moe
hier-archy—upon whom we are mately June 15, it was announced El
or acts to subvert, undermine,
lohou cotton mill here closed the
about to lower the boom—let it be here. Investigators said the hearweaken or overthrow any or all
plant down with a stay-in strike,
Breakfast—Lunch—Dinners
known that steps are being taken ings would probably cover Canton
institutions of American democBeer, Wines & Liquors
to file a suit for libel against the and Youngstown and the
racy. , . ."
"little
ROOMr and BOARD
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, a Hearst steel" area with special emphasis
governing
power
is
Supreme
R. W. SWENDSEN
sheet, and William Green's special on the vigilante activities in those
vested in the national convention.
B. MICHELSEN
World War Veteran
3rd and Bryant
S. F. Between annual meetings the narepresentative, Charlie Hughes.
places.
ILWU, 1-10's Florist
A week or so ago, Mrs. Hughes
100% Union
lied to the Post-Intelligencer that
MEET THE BOYS AT
New Polley
New Management
:
:
New Furnishings
our Union was charging exorbitant
permit fees, ranging up in some
eases to $1000 per man—and the
DRINKS TO WARM YOUR HEART
2081 Mission St.
Pel. printed it on the front page.
BEN ROSE
TERRY NASH
HONG KONG SMITHY
Phones: UN, 2234; MA. 9202
RATES: 52:00 Week Up
We don't especially relish strikService With a Smile
55 Third Street
Phone DOuglas 9778
HOT WATER
SHOWERS
STEAM HEAT
ing
the
.pose
outraged
of
virtue,
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Bloated Gas Meter Blows
• Up; Owner Asks $20,000

Communist Constitution
Upholds U. S. Democracy

a

SAN FRANCISCO
Eagles' Restaurant

HARBOR HOTEL 111_

I

Francisco

Pederson's Tavern

m

WE KEEP UP THE OLD-FASHIONED IDEALS OF
FRIENDSHIP AND INTEGRITY

THE KENTUCKY
DRINKS : LUNCH : RUMMY

62 Third Street

(By V. J. MALONE)

Third Street

11A 11,1111INGTON'S
LUNCHES AND BARS
245 FRONT ST. and 566-3rd ST.
San
100% UNION

MFOW Secretary's Notes

San Francisco

LOOP CAFE
6 Sacramento

MISSION, S. F.

•

55 CAFE

Otto's Florist

SEABOARD HOTEL
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226 Embarcadero, S. F.
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VOICE of the FEDERATION
A

GALLEY NOTES
ALONG THE FRONT
By REVELS CAYTON
.0.1.0iNmatimpouiewasmamiDaralioo

•

Next week the annual convention
of the Maritime Federation of the
Pacific will be called to order in
San Francisco.
Seamen and longshoremen are
watching this convention more
closely than any of the previous
gatherings of the Federation.
The thought that is uppermost
In their minds, is that if there is
trouble in September let all of us
regardless of the past, regardless
Of differences, stand united before
the attacks of the shipowners.
That the MFP is the one organization that has held us together
In the past and enabled us to lick
the shipowners.
These things the membership
understands and with this understanding there comes a demand
that all of this "who struck John"
be stopped and that during this
Coming convention the delegates
unite the ranks of the Federation
BO that a solid front can be presented to the common enemy—the
shipowners, when September rolls
around.
Just as an old sea captain, the
rank and file of the Federation can
smell a storm a brewing and like
the "old man" they want to hit
• any bad weather that might arise
With their ship in good shape, One
can't blame them for that.
BACK FEDERATION
The Marine Cooks and Stewards
has always in the past supported
the Federation. Not only in words,
but they have supported the Federation by being willing to abide
by the decisions of the majority of
the component organizations in the
Federation and often when our
association was not in agreement
With the opinion of the majority.
That Is the true way to support
the Federation tor if there is to be
to unity of action within the MFP
then the Federation is like a ship
that is floundering in heavy seas.

It is not going to be clear sailing for the fight for unity at the
MFP convention. Those intense
struggles that have developed dm.ing the past year between various
organizations will be there on the
convention floor. The differences
can be thrashed out by all organizations involved if a sincere effort
is made by the various representatives to do so.
There may be, however, those
who will not seek peace there;
who will rather than try and patch
up differences work for a split.
The best way to stop any such
maneuver is for the rank and file
to let their representatives know
by radiogram-resolutions and letters that they (the membership)
demand that unity of the Federation be perserved.
For the Marine Cooks and
Stewards, I think that it is safe
to say without fear of contradiction that the MC and S will
continue to be a constant force
working for the unity of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific.
ALASKA SHIPPING
After two special meetings in
Headquarters, the secretary was
finally instructed to proceed and
sign agreements with the Red
Salmon and Alaska Packers. Shipping has been proceeding rapidly
with close to one hundred and fifty
men having been shipped to date.
Secretary E. F. Burke estimates
that there will only be about half
the number of men shipped to
Alaska as there was last year.
The agreement that was signed
this year is superior in many respects over 1937 working agreement. Wages have been set according to the 1937 agreement
without any reduction. Over time
is to be $1 where it was 90 cents,
last year. Real credit should be
given to committee and secretary
who negotiated the agreement.

Survey
FORD QUERIES Perkin's
Shows Advance
SCURRILOUS, In Labor Front
BOARD RULES

...••••••

WASHINGTON (FP)—Questions
asked by the Ford Motor Co. of
the National La bor Relations
Boani are impertinent, scurrilous
and propounded in bad faith," the
board alleged in objlections led
to 'the 74 questions propounded by
the board by the company.
The Ford Company, seeking to
avoid compliance with the labor
board's decision holding the cornPany guilty of violating the act
and ordering it to allow its workers to choose their own labor organziation, filed in the sixth circuit court of appeals a series of
74 interrogatories asking, among
Other things, whether the board
consulted "in any way" with Benjamin V. Cohen, Thomas Corcoran, John L. Lewis and Homer Martin in arriving at its decision.
Cohen and Corcoran are alleged
"brain trusters" while Lewis is
chairman of the CIO and Homer
Martin president of the United
Auto Workers which filed the comPlaint against the company.
The questions which the Ford
Company wanted the court to order the board to answer were objected to on 21 different grounds
by the labor board. The objections stated that the act provides
for an exclusive method by which
the court ma,y order additional
evidence, the court is without authority, the questions are propounded on mere surmise and constitute a fishing expedition into
the affairs of the
board and its
agents.
Argument on the company's motion will take place May
31.
Don't Patronize Hearst.
Attend Your Union Meeting.
MIDTOWN

;---

S. F.

Howard's, Inc.

NEW YORK (FP).—Conferences
and surveys by the U. S. Department of Labor have aided in bettering the position of organized
labor in many states since 1933,
Sec. of Labor Frances Perkins told
a New York University forum.
Among the legislative advances
listed by Miss Perkins are:
Minimum wage in 13 states; 48hour week or better for women in
11 states; broad coverage-hours
law for men in two states; collection of wages in seven states;
curb on issuance of injunctions in
19 states; regulation and abolition
of industrial homework in seven
states; regulation of fee-charging
employment agencies in six states;
coverage for occupational disease
In 10 states; establishment of 16year minimum for the employment
of boys and girls in nine states,

850,000 To Gain
Under Charges
In U.S.Wage Bill
WASHINGTON (FP).—Eventual
pay increases for 850,000 manufacturing workers and shorter hours
for 2,600,000 wage and salary
workers will be the result of the
wages and hours bill as it now
stands, the Department of Labor's
bureau of statistics estimated
here.
That number of workers will not
be affected until. the third year of
the act's operation, the bureau
said, noting that a 40 cent minimum wage and 40 hour maximum
week do not go into effect immediately.
With the continuance of the depression, however, the bureau said,
fewer than 2,500,000 will get the
benefit of shorter hours. Spreading work to reduce unemployment
has resulted in a shortening of the
work week in recent months, it
was said.

936 Market St.

REDUCES FEES

A Friendly, Popular Priced
Credit House

NEW YORK (FP).—Wide support from trade unions and educators has been voiced for the Celler
hill (H.R. 9907) to reduce naturalization fees, say officials of the
American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born. The bill
would cut to $2 the present minimum fees of $7.50 to $10, and encourage a large number of the
4,000,000 non-citizens to take out
papers.

EAT AT THE

• NEW
GRANADA
loo Golden Gate at Jones
FILM TAVERN
101 GOLDEN GATE
AT JONES STREET

DELICIOUS
SANDWICHES

"There is a general and growing
realization that no nation or group
of nations can enjoy prosperity
and plenty when a large part of
the wprld is in economic distress."
—Sec. of State Cordell Hull.

The Ethics of Big Business
If you want to know the full measure of the high minded
patriotism with which Big Business comes to Washington,
here is your chance. On September 12, 1934, Judge R. V.
Fletcher, counsel for the Association of American Railroads, wrote a letter from which the following is taken:
"I am seeking to assemble a very complete record of
each member of Congress, with particular reference to the
influences which control him and the persons upon whom
he relies for support.
"I should be glad, therefore, if you could send me with
reference to each member of Congress and each Senator
dealing with each one separately, for filing purposes, a
statement as to who he is; where he lives, what profession
he follows, what is his local and political background, and
particularly who are his friends, advisors and sponsors in
each of the counties of his Congressional district.... It is a
stupendous job, but it is not impossible, I think, for us to
establish contact with influential persons who are the real
moulders of public opinion."
Note this letter carefully. Not a word to show that the
writer realizes that a Congressman has a duty to his people. Not a word about convincing the people or the Congressmen that the demands of the railroads are just.
Nothing of the sort. The whole effort is to "get something"
on Congressmen; to make them do through pressure something that they plainly would not do as a matter of public
service.

Ohl Giants of Coin, Save Us!

RANK & FILE
ANOTHER DIRTY RAG

San Francisco,
By order of the Editorial Board
May 31, 1938. and Board of Trustees the delinEditor,
quent accounts, difficult of collecVoice of the Federation
tion by the "Voice of the FederaSan Francisco.
tion," are published herewith.
Dear Sir:
M. S. Brady, Panama, $24.00.
Everytime a union cleans house
N.M.U., Houston Branch, $115.00.
of a phoney element, usually a
R. Graham, Jacksonville, Florida,
hangover element from the AFL,
$40.00.
days, there appears a new waterJon
Palmer, Boston, Mass.,
front paper. When Ferguson and
$38.00.
Company were driven out of the
St. Johns I n n, Jacksonville,
Firemen's union, after being ex- Florida, $6.40.
posed, immediately "The West
Welders' Intl, Los Angeles, Cal.,
Coast Firemen" appeared. A re- $9.00.
cent issue of that rag deplored the
Central Labor Council, Spokane,
many mimieographed sheets that Wash., $3.20.
appear on the waterfront, and reMariners' Club, Manila, P. I.,
ferred to their editors as "mimeo- $17.00.
maniacs."
New Era Bookshop, Portland.
Now, right in line with these illwill sheets, and right after a
house cleaning In the Marine
Cooks and Stewards in Seattle,
there appears a new paper by the
same element called, "Harbor
Unity" — another slander sheet,
red-baiting and seeking to destroy
from without what the membership would not allow them to do
from within.
They state they "have a program"—but what a program! A
very familiar one and which has
been consistently repudiated and
denounced by the Maritime Federation time and again. An attemp to yoke the maritime unions
with the most reactionary and
phoney move ever witnessed in the
American Labor movement.
Their program (which is chiefly the low practice of indulging
in personal attacks and harping
eternally on the worn out redbaiting trick) Is simply the discredited vicims anti-C10, antiRoosevelt, anti-New Deal, and
anti-everything else that speaks
of a new day, a new labor world
and a new life for workers.

The 16 financial and industrial magnates who offered
their counsel and co-operation to President Roosevelt in
fighting depression, and the way that offer was played up
the
in most newspapers, launched a tragedy and a joke at
same time.
The tragedy is that 16 men, not one of whom holds any
of
sort of commission from the American people, not one
people,
American
the
to
way
any
in
whom is responsible
for
still hold such gigantic financial power that it is taken
the
is
It
recovery.
break
or
make
can
granted that they
most striking illustration of the concentration of financial
control and the power which goes with it that has been
made public.
was
And the joke is proof that Editor Charles A. Dana
news;
isn't
that
man,
right. He said that when a dog bites a
that's news.
it happens every day. When a man bites a dog,
They are either in the pay of
millions the employers or are simply withsend
magnates
When any number of big business
efforts out the slightest shred of vision or
of faked or fictitious telegrams to Congress against
isn't the ability to get in step with
it
least,
news—at
to stop the depression, that isn't
big labor on the march with the tempo
16
when
But
front page news. It happens too often.
re- that is singing in the hearts of
help
to
offering
business magnates send a joint letter
working men all over America.
covery, that's streamer headline news. It's the man biting You may have glanced Menne
the dog.
of the shipowners' bulletinasthat
movelabor
the
in
have been sent to messbomovtc.,
prominent
men
16
times
of
Hundreds
ever since the 1934 striketgand
for
years
matter
same
the
in
help
their
tendered
ment have
which represents nothing more
and nobody was surprised at it. It was what everyone ex- than postage revenue to thti' Govpected—and rightly. But when 16 multi-millionaires make ernment, since most everyone has
ex- learned to not even open them,
a similar tender, everybody was surprised. Nobody
but if you remember them, you
rightly.
again,
pected it—and
be amazed at the likeness of
will
wonhelp
can't
one
And
The man has bitten the dog.
them to this new slander sheet,
getting
not
Men—are
16
dering whether the man—the
"Harbor Unity," which says' it is
published in Seattle.
just a little bit worried at the situation.
"Brokers must be henest and financially responsible."—
Richard Whitney in 1932 speech.
fron"The Nat'l Socialist justice idea goes far over the
tiers of little Germany."—Adolph Hitler.
"Disinterested research cannot survive in an atmosphere
B. Fosof compulsion and repression."—Pres. Raymond
dick, Rockefeller Foundation.
"The President has requested the U. S. Congress to apbattlepropriate $1,200,000,000 for the purpose of building
sum
this
ships whereby men may be killed. We urge that
re-estabbe appropriated for the constructive purpose of
soil
li'shing the landless farmers of the nation upon the
Farmers
in order that they may live."—Southern Tenant
Union convention.
Glass bricks are now being made in colors and a variety
including squares, rectangles and curves.
shapes,
of
However things may seem, no evil thing is success, and
no good thing is failure.—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
Rather than love, than money, than fame, give me truth!
—Henry D. Thoreau.
Chemical engineers have announced perfection of a new
process which it is said will incerase the efficiency of coal
mining at least 10 per cent. By the use of heavy liquid
compounds, the process will separate hard and soft coal
from slate, giving a cleaner product than generally possible with equipment now used, it is said. The process produces more coal from a given quantity of material and is
many times faster than present methods.
New electric lamps, known as "fluorescent lumiline
lamps," produce a relatively cool light with many times the
illumination per watt of a standard filament electric light
with little current. The lamps light ceilings with high efficiency and low cost and are particularly well adapted to
locations where heat is objectionable. The light produced
is a near approach to natural daylight.

Public List Of
Delinquents

Ore., $11.00.
Billy Davds, 'isemen, Baltimore,
Md., $329.38.
Marine Firemen, Boston, Mass.,
$84.00.
Mobile Port Comm., Mobile, Ala.,
$123.26.
N.M.U., Galveston, Tex., $99.65.
N.M.U., (B. Spaulding), Philadelphia, Pa., $69.46.
N.M.U., Headquanters, New York
City, $1,175.32.
I.L.A. No. 1274, Mobile, Ala.
$85.80.
I.L.A. No. 38-130, 'Victoria, B. C.,
$11.00.
I.L.A. No. 38-124, Sax Francisco,
Calif., $15.50.
I.L.A. No. 38-1,10, Newport, Ore.,
$17.00.
I.L.A. No. 38-100, San Francisco,
Calif., $74.60.

HENRY FORD IN
FASCIST BOOK
AS PRESIDENT
NEW YORK (FP).—Expecting a
repetition of the rioting at a recent
similar meeting, a battery of press
photographers and reporters, and a
heav y detail or police stood
through an uneventful round of onesided Fascist speeches at a rally
of the Nazi German-American Blind.
The audience of 800 heard a new
note struck in the routine of antiJewish, anti-liberal harangues with
the naming of Henry Ford, unionhating industrialist, as a candidate
for the role of the coming American
Hitler.

Touting of the Dearborn union
hater for the job of native dictator
came from George A. Moriarty, introduced as an 'American Legion
member and a former U. S. military
We knew that is where it would intelligence officer.
come from, the town where the
"Henry Ford has done more for
West Coast has had the most re- America than anybody in this
action and the greatest display of country," the Nazi
stooge deThis
trade-union provincialism.
clared. "He's the man to lead
sheet can take its place along with
us." Revealing plans to circuits contemporary rags, but as the late petitions
calling upon Ford
crowning achievement in naive to take the helm of government,
red-baiting and poor-loser, sourMoriarty ended a series of ingrape publications.
citements by demanding of those
F. W. McCormick, 1868
"willing to fight for western
M. C. ez S.
civilization and for Jesus Christ

Baker Leads
Howard For
I. T. U. Office
YO RK (FP).—Pres.
NEW
Charles P. Howard of the Intl.
Typographical Union was far behind his opponent, Claude M. Baker
of San Francisco, as complete but
unofficial returns were tabulated
from 300 chapels of Local No. 6
(Big Six). The total vote was 4,644 for Baker and 2,404 for Howard.
Reports received here from other
cities showed that Howard had
taken an early lead in the nationwide balloting for president and
other officers. The combined vote
from Albany, N. Y., Gary, hid., and
St. Petersburg, Fla., gave Howard
532 votes and Baker 195.
One issue in the election was
Howard's own affiliation with the
CIO as secretary. The union has
retained its AFL affiliation.

WORKERS ACQUITTED

to be ready
comes."

when

the

time

A high point in Moriarty's rambling fulminations was the allegation
that Leon Trotsky, exiled Soviet
war-time leader, made secret trips
from Mexico to the White House to
plot the overthrow of American democracy.
Attend Your Union Meeting.
Don't Patronize Hearst.
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CAFE
NEW YORK (FP). — Five defendants framed in a strike situai
tion in October, 1936, were acSan Francisco:
Ph. DO. 9457
quitted in the court of special aes WI
Lb
s'ons here. They are Manager
25 Years of Famous Service
Louis Nelson of the Knitgoods
Workers' Union, Business Agent
O. B.
Jack Zinberg, Organizer Jack RaRESTAURANT - TAVERN
Dr. Otto Mecheels, a German chemist has been making' poport, Isidore Tuman and David
wool from the protein or albumen obtained from fish. Fish Rosen. The charges grew out of
98 Embarcadero, S. F.
I.L.A. Supporter
wool is admittedly pretty poor stuff. It is not durable a prolonged strike against Louis
enough. So Dr. Mecheels mixes it with a cellulose fibre Hornick & Co.

53 Clay

OLSEN'S

(cotton, for example) to the amount of 80 per cent. The
result is a fabric which is warm and which can be dyed
with the same dyes that natural wool takes.

Two Hot Bands Plus a

WOW

of a Floor Show

Maritime Convention Dance
WALLY BLUMBERG'S DANCE ORCHESTRA

NEW BRIDGE

FEDERATION

HOTEL

HOTEL

54 EMBARCADERO

120 EMBARCADERO

GArfield 0693

GArfield 3728

Saturday, June 18—SCOTTISH RITE
FUN—and How Greet the Convention Delegates : Refreshments
Ausp. •S. F. Bay Area District Council No. 2, Maritime
C Federation of the Pacific, 40 California St. DOuglas 0464.
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FOREIGN SCUM -:-:NOTES
AIDES
WIRE
BY
WASHINGTON (FP) — Attempts
on the part of Western Union to
convince its employes that the present administration is "a branch of
the Communist international" were
called to the attention of the Senate
Civil Liberties Committee by the
American Communications Association, CIO, which is conducting an
organizing drive in the company.
Leaflets distributed by supervisory employes on company time and
preperty were submitted as evidence to the committee by Daniel
Driesen, legislative representative
of the ACA, and an investigation of
the company's activities asked.
"The leaflets ... maintain that
there is a direct tie-iiP between the
present government and the CIO
and that this alleged cooperation is
a deliberate attempt to worsen the
conditions of Western Union employes," Driesen's letter to the committee declares.

May 28, 1938.
Voice of the Federation:
We have appointed different publicity committees who never took
the interest to send in any notes
to the Voice.
I was one of the newly appointed
Publicity Committee, and immediately sent in a few notes that I
could gather.
The notes along with our meeting notice were sent Air Mail, May
19, in plenty of time for the May
26 issue.
Why we were ignored in favor
of larger ports' notes deserves explanation
Notes from 1-19 in Seattle, dated
May 22 were published.
Several rank and file notes dated
May 20th and 21st, also were published.

Our port has never had any
space in the Voice and I was proud
to report to the local at our last
"Members of the CIO and its af- meeting that at last they could look
filiate, the ACA, are characterized for the May 26th issue for a word
as 'the communistic foreign scum or two from Longview.
We have endeavored to keep our
of Russia,' Russian Dillingers,' and
other choice expressions, many of subscription paid up owing to the
which are unprintable," Driesen fact that we heard the Voice was
hard pressed.
added.
"The existence of this literature,
the method by which it is distributed, and the identity of Its author and his aides, have been repeatedly called to the attention of
the traffic manager of the Washington office," Driesen asserted.
"This has had no effect whatsoever.
"In fact, far from being cautioned,
the individual accused of being the
immediate author of the literature
has privileges granted him in the
office which are denied to any other
employe. Since the company knows
of the activities of these individuals
and has taken no steps to stop the
issuance of this material, the only
conclusion possible is that the company is a partner to these acts and
Is primarily responsible for them."
One of the leaflets, signed "Living Shadow," declares, "The 'date
for the Communist purge of one
hundred per cent Americans by the
slimy hand of the Russian Reds has
been set for May 2." May 2 was the
date originally set by the National
Labor Relations Board for hearings
on the complaint filed against the
company by the ACA.

If you did not receive our communication we are in error and if
you did and deliberately ignored
It, we hold it within our power to
urge cancellation of our subscription.
Fraternally yours,
CLAUDE EVERDELL,
Pub. Committee.
Local 1-21, Longview, Wash.
In our meeting notice I might
mention I forgot to name our officers.
ILWU, Local 1-21, Longview,
Wash. Meets 1st and 3rd Friday.
Fred Hoggatt, President; Ivan
Hagen, Vice-President; M. L. Ellis,
Treasurer; Dewey Van Brunt, Sec.
retary and Dispatcher.

AID WAR CHEST
NEW YORK (FP).—Encouraged
by the announcement of a $50,000
"Initial" CIO contribution to their
strike fund, 20,000 members of the
Furriers' Joint Council, Intl. Fur
Workers' Union, resumed their
picket lines in the fur district
here. Efforts to mediate the 14week dispute have collapsed for
the fourth time.

Solons Plan Investigation
Of Un-American Activities
WASHINGTON (FP).— Invest!.
gation of "un-American" activities
in the United States was voted by
the House of Representatives after
two hours of spirited debate during which amendments to the resolution were banned and opposition
speakers were made dependent
upon supporters of the resolution
for speaking time.
The measure, introduced by Rep.
Dies (D., Tex.), a member of the
rules committee who led the opposition to the wages and hours bill,
provides for an investigation of
"the extent, character and objects
of un-American propaganda activities in the United States, the diffusion within the United States of
subversive and un-American propaganda that is instigated' from foreign countries or of a domestic
origin and attacks the principle of
the form of government as guaranteed by our constitution and all
other questions in relation thereto
that would aid Congreas in any
necessary remedial legislation."
An attempt was made by Rep.
Patrick (D., Ala.), to secure a definition of "un-American" but sponsors of the resolution ducked the
question. Rep. Taylor (R., Tenn.),
declared, in answer to a question,
"The Congress will finally prescribe that."
Members of the liberal block,
led by Rep. Boileau (Prog., Wis.),
made an attempt to define the
scope of the probe but amendments
to ithe resolution were. not permitted although the Sponsors accepted a provision calling for an end
to the probe by January 3, 1939.

steadily, so we are going to offer
the only solution we can think of,
an investigation to try to determine what is un-American. Cerbrilliant

make

our

hungry citizens

wind-up

that

workless

and

very

pleased and

happy over their representation."
No funds were voted for the
probe though it was expected that
funds will be forthcoming short.
ly. It was expected that the in.
vestigation will cost approximately
$30,000. The probe will be directed at "naziism, fascism and cone
munism," debate indicated.
Attend Your Union Meeting.
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Rep. O'Malley (D., Wis.), was :
particularly bitter in denouncing I
the resolution. "Whenever a par- i
E
liamenta:ry body in any country of !
the world hag found itself unable :
to deal with the economic prob- Urn
lems that face the people dependThe
ent upon it, they go on a witch
hunt.

a
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should
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ALWAYS OPEN
Place to Eat and Drink—
Golden Tavern

"Here we are coming toward the
end of the 76th Congress faced
with 12,000,000 unemployed, faced
with a recession that is growing
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Labor Records Substantial Gains Through Strike Action
U. S.SUMMARY FOR 1937 SHOWS Writers Gag
Star
AMERICAN WORKERS RESORTED Causes
TO WALKOUT IN 4720 DISPUTES To Join Post
By Federated Press

WASHINGTON.-Strikes in 1937 involving the AFL
numbered 2301 while strikes involving the CIO numbered
1825, a Department of Labor summary of strikes during
the year asserted,.
"However, twice as many workers were involved in the
CIO strikes as in the AFL strikes,"4
the report said. "The greater numIter of workers in the CIO strikes
was largely due to their organize:Lion drives in the mass production
Industries such as automobile,
rubber and steel."
During the year there was a
total of 4720 strikes. About 58
NEW YORK (FP).-Legal measper cent were principally over ures to curb violence by Nazi
union organization issues, involv- agents were demanded by speaking 60 per cent of the total work- ers at an anti-Nazi rally held uners. Of the 2728 strikes for un- der the auspices of the United
ion organization, according to Anti-Nazi Council in Yorkville Cathe department's classification, sino where seven American legion49.6 per cent resulted in "sub- naires were beaten by members of
stantial gains to workers," 32.2 the German - American Bund one
per cent in "partial gains or month ago.
compromises" while 18 per cent
Roger N. Baldwin, director of
resulted in "little or no gains to the American Civil Liberties Unworkers."
ion, asked for public support of a
Wages and hours were the major bill now in the Senate military afIssues in 1410 strikes or 29.9 per fairs committee which would abolcent of the total. In 48.1 per cent ish all private military organiza:the results were "substantial tions.
•gains" while in 36.7 per cent there
"If we can by federal law stop
.were "partial gains."
any tendency toward political
SUBSTANTIAL GAINS
violence," declared Baldwin, "we
Strike results and strike causes can check and root out fascist
. were not classified by the organi- organizations, native and importzation involved. Classified under ed, In the form of the Silver
the heading of "union organiza- Shirts and the German bund,
tion" in the table showing strike which are aimed against Ameri' causes was "recognition, wages and can democracy." The Federal
. hours." There were 1058 of these Bureau of Investigation was askstrikes during the year of which ed to publish the results of its
54.3 per cent resulted in "substan- Inquiry into the Nazi propaganda
tial gains" and 34.2 per cent re- and spy ring.
- suited in "partial gains."
Attend Your Union Meeting.
In 2.5 per cent of the strikes,
▪ unions involved were not affiliated with either the AFL or CIO, strikes, were conducted by comthe figures showed. Of these, 37 pany unions which were defined as
were strikes on relief projects an organization of workers con• conducted by the Workers' Al. fined to particular plant or com!lance, 16 were conducted by the
pany. There were 294 strikes in
Mechanics Educational Society,
which no labor organization was in' seven involved the Organized
volved.
Furniture Workers of Jamestown,
Arranged by the number inN. Y. and seven involved the
the figures showed that
volved,
Independent Textile Union in
approximately 57.5 per cent of
Rhode Island.
the workers involved In the 1937
Less than 3 per cent were due
strikes were in transportation
to disputes between rival unions,
equipment manufacturing, texexcluding jurisdictional strikes and
tiles, iron and steel, extraction
strikes between factions within a
of minerals and transportation
union, the department report statand communication.
ed. "The largest of these was the
By number, there were 680
one day stoppage of AFL teamsters
and truck drivers in Philadelphia strikes in the textile industry, inIn protest against the activities of cluding clothing, 523 in the retail
the CIO in organizing bakery and wholesale trade, 372 in the doworkers. Another was the dis- mestic and personal service inpute between AFL teamsters and dustries, 370 in transportation and
CIO longshoremen in San Fran- communication, 328 in building and
construction, and 326 in the lumcisco," it atated.
industries.
ber
MORE IN CIO
The average length of the AFL
The number of strikes of all
strike was 18.6 days as compared kinds during the year was the
with 15.8 days in the CIO strike, highest in the country's history,
the report asserted. AFL strikes it was reported. In 1919, however,
averaged 253 workers per strike there were more than twice as
while CIO strikes averaged 638 many workers involved than there
workers per strike. it was noted were in 1937. March had the greatthat 16 strikes, involving three- est number of strikes, 614, the
tenths of 1 per cent of the total highest figure for a single month
number of workers involved in yet recorded.

Curb Demanded
On Nazi Agents
To Save Legion

BUNDLE ORDER BLANK
In the interests of the solidarity of all maritime
workers of the Pacific Coast, the "Voice of the Federation" appeals to you and your union for full support and co-operation.
You are urged to appeal to your union to order as
many copies each as can be used to advantage. You
are urged to appeal to your union to increase present
bundle order, to pay bills promptly and to try to get
merchants to advertise in the "Voice."

BUNDLE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Single Bundles:
At Rate of 4c per copy50

$ 1.00
2.00

At Rate of 31/2c per copy100
$ 3:50
150 .
5.25
200
............
7.00
250
8.75
...
300
10.50
400
14.00
At Rate of 3c per copy500
$15.00
750'
22.50
1000
30.00
NAME (Please Print Plainly)

0..00

ADDRESS
CITY and STATE
DATE
Make all checks and Money Orders payable to:
Sec.-Treasurer, Maritime Federation of the Pacific,
24 California St., San Francisco, Calif.

COMPILED

<
So MERCILEsS IS -THE DIS erzirm4A-rioN AGAINST OL.VER.

NEW YORK (FP).-Dorothy
Dunbar Bromley, whose column
has been the main feature of the
woman's page of The New York
World-Telegram and other ScrippsHoward papers for more than three
years, has joined the staff of The
New York Post, one of the J. David
Stern chain of liberal newspapers.
Shortly before Mrs. Bromley's
resignation was announced, The
Nation, liberal weekly, reported
that one of her columns had been
suppressed by the World-Telegram.. The column recommended
transfer of naval funds to housing
projects. It is understood that her
contract with the Post guarantees
her right .to express opinions without regard to the editorial policy
of the paper.
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BOYCOTT HITS
JAPS HARD IN
WAR RESERVE
NEW YORK (FP).-The boycott
of Japanese goods has proved remarkably effective, says Robert
Newton, executive secretvy of the
Committee fdr a Boyeott against
Japaneses Aggression. Japan's export trade fell 19 per cent in the
first two months of the year,
while her silk exports dropped 36
per cent. While the depression
accounts for part of this drop, the
boycott is the main cause, according to Japanese papers. Japan's
exports to the U. S. have dropped
one-third more than the exports of
all other countries combined.
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BRITISH GUNS
BRING DEATH
IN DOCK ROW

GOODRICH SURVEY SHOWS ITS
LACK OF EFFICIENCY, NOT LABOR
COSTS CAUSES BUSINESS LOSS
By ELIOT JANEWAY
(Feerated Press Financial Writer)
Public attention turned toward
Akron on May 20 when workers
in the B. F. Goodrich tire plant
declared a labor holiday. Although
the immediate causes of the walkout were the
company's violation of seniority rules, its
abandonment of
paid vacations
and its stalling
in settling grievances, even
more serious
problems are in
the background.
Chief among
Eliot Janeway
these is, the company's insistence
that it would be compelled to move
most of its manufacturing operations from Akron to centers where
"labor costs are lower" unless the
union permitted sharp wage cuts
and Increases in productive norms.
Goodrich first tried to get substantial concessions from labor
early last March, before its 1937
report was made public. At that
time, the company pleaded an extremely unfavorable competitive
position as justification.
Shortly thereafter, the 1937 report was published. It showed
Goodrich to be in a sorry plight
Indeed. For, in spite of the 1937
auto boom, it appeared that the recession had thrown the company
into the red to the tune of $878,580.
On the other hand, Goodrich's
three principal comfetitors were
able to finish the year comfortably in the black.
JUGGLE FIGURES
One detail, however, may have
been skipped by anxious sympathizers with the embarrassed company. This was the small matter
of a write-down of rubber inventories on hand at the end of the
year to their current market value,
a common practice. The sum
slashed in this way was $5,652,935.
If not for this,writedown, the company would have ended the year
with a profit of $4,774,355.

Nor was this the only notefeature of the Goodrich
report. The company argued that
its profit margin had fallen from
7.39 per cent in 1936 to a meager
0.29 per cent in 1937. But of all
the rubber companies it was the
only one to compute its margin on
the basis of inventory write-down.
It wanted of course to show that
its profit margin had been radically eaten into by high labor costs.
When the profit margin is considered without inventory writedowns, as are those of Goodrich%
competitors, the company is found
to have worked at the comfortable
profit margin of 4.1 per cent. This,
to be sure, is lower than 7.89 PV
cent-as it would be in a recession-but the figure offers no basil
for pleading bankruptcy.
LACKS EFFICIENCY
Recent findings by Dr. A. Ir. Hite
riche of the U. S. Department ol
Labor point to large backlogs Ol
inefficiency as one of the principal
reasons for Goodrich's inability tit
wink as efficiently as its comps*
tors, and suggests a policy of 11cOni
tinuous replacement and improves
ment" as an antidote to ineffia.
6
ency.
Dr. Hinrichs reports furthelf
that "there is no reason to bed
lieve that a wage decrease by
Goodrich in Akron will riot lila
followed by wage decreases In
ther Akron tire and tube establishments," and he concluded that
"there is no justification for
general wage decrease."
Summing up, it is true that Goodrich is inefficient, but this is the
fault of management's engineering
policy, not of labor. Moreover, the
company's '1937 loss was due net
to labor costs but to its own dostly
.
speculations in inventory accuMue

worthy

the House will pass the bill either
Washington, D. C.,
May 21, 1938. Monday or Tuesday after which
The Senate recessed Thursday, the will will be sent to Conference
May 19; to reconvene Monday, where a reconciliation between the
By Federated Press
hill as passed by the Senate and
May 23.
KINGSTON,
Jamaica (FP).Friday,
adjourned
amended
by
The House
the House will be atThe killing of a mother and her
May 20; to. reconvene Monday, tempted.
two sons by police gunfire marked
SPENDING PROGRAM
"The result has been a short- May 23.
the third day of an almost general
interNational
legislation
of
No
After having received the Comage of war materials in Japan,"
among Kingston workers.
strike
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